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Abstract

Bloom details a personal journey of loss and the growth that came after it. It explores ideas such as the Abject, 
and those related to Embodied Geographies, Auto-ethnography, Trauma Theory, Ecology, the Rhizome, as well 
as in a text by Pravu Mazumdar titled 
Preferring Not to Die. Through these ideas the reader hopefully comes to view the wider relevance of con-
necting biographical experiences with ideas in order to understand a state of being that has transformed 
through loss and growth. 

Detailing the processes and different materials used throughout the physical jewellery work of Bloom allows 
the reader to understand the evolution of Antonia Boyle’s master’s project and its different iterations over a 
period of time.

A community of practice features Lucie Marjerus, Otto Kunzli, Naomi Filmer, Pierre Degen, Majorie Schick, 
Christoph Zellweger, Biojewellery, Hanna Hedman, Dalya Lutwak, Diana Scherer, Lauren Simeoni and Melinda 
Young, and Vicki Mason. Their work provides a context within which related ideas are explored via a multitude 
of materials. 

The dissertation rounds off by detailing the importance of documentation of previous iterations of Bloom and 
the choice of gallery and proposed exhibition plans.

Bloom is a story of the evolution of life and how to embrace loss as a positive transitional stage. Bloom is a sto-
ry of life and its cycle, a story which could be relevant to all as we all face loss of some kind or another. Bloom 
is a state of being which is embraced wholeheartedly by the author and this dissertation details the physical and 
mental processes of grief and post-traumatic growth that led to it. 
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Bloom is the state of flowering, to mature into achievement of one’s potential1. This title truly resonates with 
my master’s project. To open up oneself through blooming can be exposing and with this there comes raw 
emotion. This project has occurred over a time of immense personal loss and growth and it is in this con-
text that the dissertation and studio work have been created. The work itself speaks of this process as the 
dissertation is written in an auto-ethnographic style. Put simply auto-ethnography involves a crossing over of 
autobiographical writing to provide personal context to theoretical thinking. The dissertation is divided into 
three distinct sections. 

The first includes a mix of autobiographic experiences which have heavily influenced the project and the-
oretical thinking which has influenced the framework for the project. The autobiographical writings are a 
culmination of personal experiences with illness, grief, loss and decay, commemoration and celebration, roots, 
presence and absence, shadow and light, genealogy, growth, one’s teeth and natural flowers. Distributed 
between these personal vignettes are references to theoretical thinking such as from theories around the Ab-
ject, Embodied Geographies, Auto-ethnography, Ecology, Trauma Theory, the Rhizome and a text by Pravu 
Mazumdar titled Preferring Not to Die. 

1  Merriam Webster, “Bloom”, Merriam Webster Dictionary https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/bloom   
 (accessed 5/11/18).

DEFINITION: BLOOM

Noun

plural blooms
Definition of bloom
1a: BLOSSOM sense 1a, FLOWER
  b: the flowering state “the roses are in bloom”
  c: a period of flowering: “the spring bloom”
2a: a state or time of beauty, freshness, and vigour
  b: a state or time of high development or achievement 
“a career in full bloom”

Verb

bloomed; blooming; blooms
Definition of bloom
intransitive verb
1a: to produce or yield flowers
  b: to support abundant plant life “make the desert bloom”
2a: to mature into achievement of one’s potential 
  b: to flourish in youthful beauty, freshness, or excellence
  c: to shine out: GLOW
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These theories provide a more public face to the emotional, personal anecdotes. The two work together 
to balance the dissertation between an autobiographical account of my life and the critical theory relevant 
to my work. Bloom puts forward a personal and public view of thinking about loss and propels one into 
looking at the balance of life. Abject theory as explained by Julia Kristeva details how the loss of parts of the 
body (specifically teeth) can be used as literal arts materials to challenge the barriers of the body and one’s 
mortality. Embodied Geographies by Elizabeth Kenworthy Teather details how the body is both a space that 
we occupy and a being that occupies space; she draws attention to the physicality of the body and how we 
relate to the world both internally and externally. The writing style of Auto-ethnography as detailed by Sally 
Denshire details the format within which this dissertation is written. Trauma theory as written about by 
Judith Herman provides insight into how the trauma I have experienced have influenced both the art I make 
and the purpose of my art. The theory of the rhizome as detailed by Gilles Deleuze and Fèlix Guattari in On 
the Line explain how this notion  can represent different mind-sets and an alternative to hierarchical systems. 
Preferring Not to Die by Pravu Mazumdar details how the practice of wearing jewellery is a way of showing 
life while exploring how jewellery can propel oneself into life as a way of defying death. 

The second section details the processes and materials I have used in this master’s project. The processes are 
vast as I have gone through many distinct iterations of exploration before settling on the one I am going to 
show. The iterations I have gone through are explorations of the mask, bathroom implements, toothbrushes, 
teeth and roots and finally the exploration of teeth and roots with the addition of plants appearing to be 
growing from the teeth.  In this section I also detail the materials I have used such as teeth and polymorph 
plastic.

The third section introduces my community of practice from across the world, and includes jewellers, sculp-
tors and a textile artist. I write about jewellers such as Lucie Marjerus who makes pearls out of human teeth, 
Otto Kunzli and his Chain made from second hand wedding rings. I chose these particular artists for their 
use of loaded materials in their pieces. Naomi Filmer’s jewellery explores the boundaries of the body through 
extending the space it occupies. The historical context for these works is provided through examples of work 
from Pierre Degan and Majorie Schick who also explore more sculptural jewellery works in their explora-
tion of extending the body’s space. Jeweller Christoph Zellweger’s works explore the idea of jewellery as a 
prosthetic or an aid to the body. Bio Jewellery is a collaborative project by students from the Royal College 
of Art and scientific researchers at King’s College London where participants donated bone material and rings 
grown from this bone and subsequently given to the partners of said participants. Hanna Hedman is a jew-
eller whose work functions as a type of armour and seems like an exoskeleton. Dalya Luttwak is a sculptor 
drawing inspiration from real life plant root systems and replicating them on a vast scale, covering buildings. 
Diana Scherer works with literal plant roots and controls their growth to form patterns in textile-like sheets 
of roots. Lauren Simeoni and Melinda Young’s collaboration is based on reconfiguring mass-produced items 
into plant-like jewellery pieces. Finally, Vicki Mason’s work is inspired by plants native to Australia and she 
works around the idea of jewellery as a transportable conversation piece. 

The conclusion of Bloom details the importance of documentation for examination of the work as it shows 
the previous iterations explored in the materials and processes section and how these different stages have 
all informed the current state of the work. I also explain the reasons I have chosen to exhibit Bloom in the 
Robert Piggott Gallery in Dunedin and the intended layout of the work as well as the purpose behind this 
layout and the aim of my final exhibition work.   
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Illness 

I suppose the best way to start this is where it all began for my family. I always knew that my mother had an 
underlying medical condition, sometimes she would talk about her kidneys, mentioning they were aching. I 
didn’t realise the full extent until one day she came home from her yearly appointment with the nephrolo-
gist (kidney specialist) in tears. She had been told her kidney function was at 12% and that to keep her body 
working she would have to go on dialysis. I had a slight knowledge about what all of this meant, my grand-
mother (my mother’s mother) had just started treatment no more than six months previously. This was the 
beginning of illness being the dominating factor of our family life for the next twelve years until mum’s passing 
in 2017. The years were characterised by moments of deep despair, moments where I thought I would lose 
my mother. In 2008 there was a transplant, my aunt’s healthy kidney transplanted into my mother’s struggling 
body, and the hope that this new kidney would take hold and bring new life not only into my mother’s health 
but also into our life as a family, some hope for a normal life. This was, however, not to be. After one single 
day the thriving healthy kidney died due to a blood clot. My mother’s body flooding with poison from being 
unable to filter it out into waste. This was one of the many moments where we thought the end was near 
but gradually, oh so gradually, she improved and we picked up the pieces of our shattered hopes. She moved 
on to a different form of dialysis. Over the years there were many complications, due to her condition, the 
medications she was on and the realities of relying on a machine to survive. She had a heart attack, a stroke, 
and infections in her heart, wounds that didn’t heal for months, amongst other issues. 

I was always hopeful there would be some scientific advancement some way to make her life better even 
just a tiny bit but it never came. My role as a daughter became blurry as I cared for and nurtured my mother 
more than she ever could for me. I became her nurse, her therapist, her cook, her friend but only some of 
the time did I get to be her daughter. She grew frail and helpless although she did her best to put a brave face 
on it. Her case became more complicated, the risks beginning to grow. Surgeons began to refuse to operate 
for fear of losing her life in surgery and slowly I began to realise she would not only never get better but that 
she was slowly getting worse. I began to see the end before anyone even acknowledged it to me. She passed 
away the day after my 23rd birthday, just before I made it to the hospital. At some stage during all of mum’s 
illness I too had my own battle with illness. At age seventeen I had scoliosis corrective surgery where two 
steel rods were secured into my spine by twenty-four screws, to fix my spine into a straight position. I spent 
a week in hospital and two months away from school. I was entirely vulnerable and reliant on other people 
to help me function. For the first two days I was bedridden with a catheter, and I had to get nurses to help 
me roll over as if I spent too much time on one side the pain became too much. 

During the thorough examination I had before my surgery it was discovered that I too have the heredi-
tary condition that my mother and grandmother suffered from. Living with this knowledge and growing up 
around so much illness has affected the ways in which I see the world and how I live. Not only have I faced 
physical illness but also mental illness, which comes with stigma. I have suffered from depression on and off 
since I was around twelve, right around the same time when mum started dialysis. My depression comes in 
waves, usually occurring around a stressful time earlier with mum’s illness, usually combined with anxiety.  For 
a lot of my life my mother’s care took precedence over my own life, at times I ignored my own mental health. 
The more I ignored it, the more it found new ways of making itself known. It makes me physically ill, crippling 
me with sweats and tremors, stopping my digestive system from working, exhausting me. It makes me ill until 
I get to the point where I cannot live with it anymore. When that comes there are only two choices, get help 
or end it all. These deep pits of despair take me away from everything I love. Never have I faced such deep 
despair as when it came to grieving for my mother.
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Figure1: Antonia Boyle’s Xray of spine before and after Harrington Rod insertion, 2011.
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Abject

Abjection by Julia Kristeva’s definition is “the basis of a fundamental differentiation between the self and non-
self. Abjection was defined as a reaction to the confrontation with the ‘abject’, triggered by disgust or phobia 
(in this context, it refers to the products of processes of elimination, corpses and insects) which nonetheless 
have no status as objects, and do not belong to the self, and thus are seen as a threat by the subject, who 
rejects them”2. 

Put simply “abject art is used to describe artworks which explore themes that transgress and threaten our 
sense of cleanliness and propriety particularly referencing the body and bodily functions”3. The term abjection 
literally means “the state of being cast off”, therefore abject art uses this cast off material to challenge our 
ideas of what is of value and what is seen as waste, particularly materials of and from the body. 
 
Since learning about this notion of art in my undergraduate studies I have been drawn to it. This makes 
perfect sense when you think about the visceral connection my life has had with the body, surrounded by life 
and death. Decay of the body has always been a normal part of my existence. Being an artist and drawing 
from my experiences of the world it is not a surprise to find myself drawn to this kind of art. 

Art made in light of the abject deals with bodily waste (menstrual blood, faeces, urine etc.) I am not so much 
interested in the daily waste of the body but more so in the long term effects of decaying and dying. In a 
broader definition, one can look at abject art as being designated “art based on the image of the human 
body, but specifically the body fragmented and decayed or represented by one of its socially less presentable 
functions”4, two of these functions being aging and dying, the ultimate inevitable decay we all face. 

Socially it is taboo to speak about the process of aging/dying even though it is a fate we all face. I am curious 
about the way we banish this part of our reality. The price of living is dying, one cannot have one without the 
other, yet living is embraced heavily and seen as the positive while the other is discarded and unwanted. 

To me there is beauty in the magnificent machine that is the human body: continuously changing and adapt-
ing, the mind affects the physical and how they come together to make the individuals we are. I am fascinated 
with every area of the body, even in the way we decay, particularly in illness.  
 
The teeth I use in my work bring the abject to the foreground of my practice. Teeth fit into the abject notion 
in a puzzling way. They are a part of the functioning body, yet when removed from the body they become 
waste. While teeth are classified as waste some people cannot bear to let go of them. They still feel an 
intimate connection to this lost part of the body. Parents keep baby teeth as well, perhaps in an unconscious 
way preserving the youth of the child and the strong connection between the helpless child and the guardian 
that evolves as the child ages and becomes more independent. While baby teeth are celebrated, and em-
braced, wisdom and adult teeth are rejected and even feared. In my view, I see this disparity as being due to 
the fear of aging and what it means when the body starts to age ‘negatively’ and to decay.  
 
The use of teeth in my works aims to challenge this idea we have of aging and death as being negative events. 
With age comes wisdom and with that wisdom we can grow our future generation’s knowledge. If we think 
about life in a cyclical manner, wherein our demise feeds the growth of future generations, life becomes less 
about our own existence and more about building the future for the next generation. 

I do not expect people to wholeheartedly embrace this idea, but am merely suggesting that there is a differ-
ent way of looking at life (and death).

2  “Abject art” Ketterer Kunst, http://www.kettererkunst.com/dict/abject-art.php (accessed 04/07/2017).
3  “Art Term: Abject Art”, Tate, https://www.tate.org.uk/art/art-terms/a/abject-art (accessed 24/07/2018).
4  Holland Cotter, “Review/Art; At the Whitney, Provocation and Theory Meet Head On”, New York Times Archive,  
 https://www.nytimes.com/1993/08/13/arts/review-art-at-the-whitney-provocation-and-theory-meet-head-on.html  
 (accessed 24/07/2018).
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Figure 2: Louise Bourgeois, 1997, Spider, steel, tapestry, wood, glass, fabric, rubber, silver, gold and bone. (Source: https://www.tate.org.
uk/whats-on/tate-modern/exhibition/louise-bourgeois/room-guide/louise-bourgeois-room-8).
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Grief

Grief is a strange thing. It can be all consuming, making one feel as if there is no other way of life, or one can 
feel strangely fine but knowing it’s there lurking in the background, looking over one’s shoulder, waiting to 
be seen. While grief is dealt with in many ways I can only write of my own experiences and catalogue how 
it has affected my work. My work is, of course, affected by my life. What I make is a chronicle of my own 
experiences, and nothing has affected me more than my mother’s illness and subsequent death. For the first 
few months I was trying to find some sort of normality in a world where I didn’t know who I was any longer. 
So much of my identity was wrapped up in my mother and her illness. I buried myself in work, both in my 
master’s project and my part time jobs. I made myself incredibly busy so that I didn’t have time to even think 
about the amount of pain I was in. I stopped caring about myself. I worked myself to exhaustion day after 
day trying to find some meaning in my life again. I did this until one day I just couldn’t, it all seemed to fall 
apart. Depression hit me so hard I couldn’t get out of bed some days. I stopped eating. I stopped making. I 
just stopped. The tethers that had been holding me to normal life broke away and I was lost. The pain hit me. 
The deepest soul tearing pain. It was as if my being had been torn into pieces.
 
When the dust settled I had to rebuild. I started to remember, instead of actively shutting the memories 
away. I remembered my mother, the last things I said to her, and the way her body looked after she had died. 
At first that’s all I could think of, these awful memories repeating on an endless loop. But, I rebuilt myself. I 
started doing things that made me feel good. I began to garden again. Pulling out the weeds from my once 
bountiful garden, getting my hands in the dirt, breathing in the air so full of the life surrounding me. I began 
to look at my purpose, what keeps me on the ground, my roots. My grief has taught me so much about 
myself. A part of me died with my mother that day, it died so that I could grow from that loss. I am a differ-
ent person now than I was when I began my master’s, these past years I have grown so much, I have proven 
so much to myself. In a way I am freer, I am not awake at night consumed by fear of when I would lose my 
mother. To me losing her was the worst thing that could’ve happened and because it’s already happened I 
am now free to live without this fear looming over me every day. Free to embrace life and grow from this 
tremendous loss.
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Trauma Theory

Trauma theory involves research into how trauma affects a person’s mental state, more specifically how trau-
ma can affect a person’s mental illness. A traumatic event is described by Judith Herman as an event which 
“overwhelms the ordinary human adaptations to life. Unlike commonplace misfortunes, traumatic events 
generally involve threats to life or body integrity, or a close personal encounter with violence and death. They 
confront human beings with the extremities of helplessness and terror, and evoke the responses of catastro-
phe”5.

There are many ingrained coping mechanisms when it comes to stresses such as fight or flight and disasso-
ciation, however in circumstances of trauma these mechanisms themselves can get in the way of a person’s 
ability to function. “The traumatic syndromes are complex disorders… because trauma affects every aspect 
of human functioning... treatment must address the characteristic biological, psychological and social com-
ponents of the disorder”6. In many cases people avoid dealing with the trauma as they fear that “once they 
allow themselves to start grieving they will never stop”7. This fear is something I dealt with in processing the 
trauma of my mother’s death, for a long time I was in ‘flight’ mode, constantly running away from facing it for 
fear I would never be able to get out of the depths of my grief. However, I faced another issue because of 
this: “Failure to complete the normal process of grieving perpetuates the traumatic reaction”8. This was also 
true for my experience all the months I ignored and ‘ran away’ from my trauma kept me stuck in the trauma 
itself, stuck in a loop of fear. I got to a point where my unresolved grief began to affect my ability to function 
and live and I made the decision to actively deal with my trauma through therapy.

The core experiences of psychological trauma are disempowerment and disconnection from others. Re-
covery therefore is based upon empowerment of the survivor and the creation of new connections…
She discovers that she is not alone; others have suffered in similar ways. She discovers further that she 
is not crazy; the traumatic syndromes are normal human responses to extreme circumstances. And she 
discovers, finally, that she is not doomed to suffer this condition indefinitely; she can expect to recover, as 
others have recovered.9.  

Only through facing the trauma can one move through it, “Only through mourning everything she has lost 
can the patient discover her indestructible inner life”10. Through facing this pain and embracing it, it becomes 
less powerful, “…it has become a part of the survivor’s experience, but only one part of it. It is a memory 
like other memories, and it begins to fade as other memories do. Her grief too, begins to lose its vividness. It 
occurs to the survivor that perhaps the trauma is only one part, and perhaps not even the most important 
part, of her life story”11. 

I have had my own revelation of this sort. This revelation occurred concurrently with my decision to embrace 
all parts of the life cycle, particularly the life part which I hadn’t embraced so much in my work. 

By embracing my trauma I realised that I am not alone in my experiences, this realisation gave me a reason 

5  Judith Lewis Herman, Trauma and Recovery: From Domestic Abuse to Political Terror (London: Oram Publishers,   
 1992), 33.
6  Judith L. Herman, “Recovery from Psychological Trauma” Psychiatry and Clinical Neurosciences, Vol 52, Issue 51,   
 1998, 91-103.
7  Judith L. Herman, “Recovery from Psychological Trauma” Psychiatry and Clinical Neurosciences, Vol 52, Issue 51,   
 1998, 91-103.
8  Judith Lewis Herman, Trauma and Recovery: From Domestic Abuse to Political Terror (London: Oram Publishers,   
 1992), 69.
9  Judith L. Herman, “Recovery from Psychological Trauma” Psychiatry and Clinical Neurosciences, Vol 52, Issue 51,   
 1998, 91-103.
10  Judith Lewis Herman, Trauma and Recovery: From Domestic Abuse to Political Terror (London: Oram Publishers,   
 1992), 188.
11  Judith L. Herman, “Recovery from Psychological Trauma” Psychiatry and Clinical Neurosciences, Vol 52, Issue 51,   
 1998, 91-103.
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for making a public statement, through my work, about embracing all parts of life. “A significant minority, as 
a result of trauma, feel called upon to engage in a wider world… they discover that they can transform the 
meaning of their personal tragedy by making it the basis for social action”12. By sharing my experiences of the 
life cycle, and ultimately the balance of life in which things have to die to allow for growth and continuance of 
life, I am hoping to make others out there who have experienced trauma feel less alone. “Survivors under-
stand that the natural human response to horrible events is to put them out of mind. They also understand 
that those who forget the past are often condemned to repeat it. It is for this reason that public truth-telling 
is the common denominator of all social action”13. By telling my story and making this work, I am publicly 
acknowledging that there has been pain and suffering in my life but that is only one part of my story, the rest 
is yet to come.

Loss and Decay

Loss is a word that can be applied to many different situations. Some of them are life changing while oth-
ers are less significant. The type of loss I am talking about is not the insignificant kind, for instance I am not 
talking about the loss of an earring or other non-important material item. The loss I am talking about are life 
changing losses such as losing your sense of self, losing the ability to walk or even losing someone you love. 
For some people the loss of teeth can become one of these life changing losses. The pain and trauma of loss, 
whether it be psychological or physical adds to the significance of the loss, the more painful, the more life 
changing.  Too often we separate psychological and physiological wellbeing –

Something I myself am guilty of – this separation of the self makes recovery from losses difficult. More often 
than not the two go hand in hand as I have experienced myself. When I tried to bury the pain of losing my 
mother I became physically ill, it was only when the physiological symptoms came to affect my daily life that 
I realised it was due to my psychological suffering. They work the opposite way as well, physical trauma such 
as losing a limb comes with great psychological pain as well. 

While I am comparing the loss of teeth to the loss of a loved one I am not trying to say they are equal. But, 
the loss of teeth may bring awareness of aging, as it did in my case, making one reassess the stage of life one 
is in.

As a child losing a tooth is exciting, not just due to the reward of money, but also due to the embracing of 
growing up. As a child, I remember always wanting to be older than I was, striving for independence and a 
sense of responsibility. 

Losing my wisdom teeth was a significant experience for me. It was the second time I have had general 
anaesthetic, the first being a major operation on my spine. Due to growing up around my mother’s illness 
and subsequent surgeries and my own experience of major surgery I had extreme anxiety around the pro-
cedure. In my life, there haven’t been many instances where surgery has occurred and everything has gone as 
planned, particularly with my mother. I was all too aware of the complications and with my experiences I felt 
as though I was doomed to have one. When it all turned out fine it made me think about the significance we 
attach to teeth, especially the significance around the loss of teeth. Getting my wisdom teeth removed made 
me feel as though my last connection to my young adult life was removed with my teeth. I felt as though I 
was no longer in a transitional stage but rather thrust into adulthood. With the loss of my mother this sense 
of adulthood only increased, not only because most people are older when their parents pass and therefore 
viewing it as being a more ‘adult’ experience, but also because so much of my identity was locked in around 
my mother and her illness. 

Speaking to a friend’s mother about the loss of her adult teeth allowed me to gain some understanding 
around this loss. In her particular case, she had many of her teeth removed and subsequently now has 
dentures. She explained to me how she felt embarrassed about this loss. She felt as though there was shame 
around loss of adult teeth and how it is linked to lack of self-care and bad life choices. It made her feel aware-
12  Judith L. Herman, “Recovery from Psychological Trauma” Psychiatry and Clinical Neurosciences, Vol 52, Issue 51,  
 1998, 91-103.
13  Judith L. Herman, “Recovery from Psychological Trauma” Psychiatry and Clinical Neurosciences, Vol 52, Issue 51,   
 1998, 91-103.
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ness of getting older and of her body aging. 

As we go through life our bodies are constantly growing, changing, developing and on a cellular level we are 
dying and growing at a constant rate. Eventually we age to a point where our cells stop developing as fast as 
they are decaying and this is when we start to decline in positive growth. Growth is a term that is relative, for 
instance growing up the cells are firing and multiplying creating physical growth that we can see as we devel-
op as children into adults, while when we grow old the cells are still replicating but at a much slower rate and 
the cells we do have decay. Visually we do not appear to be ‘growing’ but almost decaying. This is a disheart-
ening thought, namely that once we get to a certain age we in fact start to decay, but this decay is dependent 
on lifestyle, so there are things that can slow the rate of decay and therefore slow the rate of aging. 
 
I would like to challenge the negative connotations that the term ‘decay’ brings forth. “In our modern-day 
human culture, decomposition and decay have often come to be viewed quite negatively, with the former 
mainly associated with things that are rotten, have a bad smell and are generally symptomatic of death, while 
the latter is similarly viewed as very undesirable, whether it be in terms of urban decay, or, on a much more 
personal level, tooth decay.”14 

Decay is a vital process in nature, “Decomposition and decay are the yin to the yang of growth, and together 
they form two halves of the whole that is the closed-loop cycle of natural ecosystems. Everything dies, and 
without the processes of decomposition and decay the world would quickly become not only overflowing 
with the remains of dead plants and animals, but also would experience a decline in new growth, due to a 
shortage of nutrients, that would be locked up and unavailable in the dead forms.”15 

Decay is the process where dead tissues break down into simpler organic forms that are the food for many 
of the species at the base of the ecosystem. The decomposers of most plant material are fungi. Dead leaves 
fall from trees and herbaceous plants collapse to the ground after they have produced seeds, “the litter is 
quickly invaded by the hyphae of fungi - the white thread-like filaments that are the main body of a fungus… 
The hyphae draw nourishment from the litter, enabling the fungi to grow and spread, while breaking down 
the structure of the dead plant material. Bacteria also play a part in this process, as do various invertebrates, 
including slugs and snails, springtails and, as the decay becomes more advanced, earthworms.”16 The way that 
the fungus breaks down the dead plant matter into usable nutrients is a vital part of plant ecosystem, these 
usable nutrients feed the growth of new organisms and “are a key aspect of the cyclical processes that main-
tain all life on Earth.”17  

I am applying this model of plant ecosystem to human development. I am looking at loss and therefore decay 
and how it feeds growth and new life. Obviously, the model cannot be applied literally as humans do not 
grow from the literal remains of others, however I feel that the model can be applied psychologically. 

In my experiences of loss, in the time after the loss there is psychological growth as detailed in the chapter 
on growth. I believe that the loss of my mother has directly fed my psychological growth and has developed 
me into who I am today. I have spoken to others who have had losses of their own and there is a recognisa-
ble theme of psychological growth after a loss, posttraumatic growth.

In the works I am making, the tooth is representational of this loss, whether it be physical or psychological. 
These teeth are lost parts of people, literal growth and subsequent decay of the body. The roots are rep-
resentational of the search for the self, the roots of where we come from and who we are, finding ourselves. 
The flowers are representational of the positive growth after this loss, the embracing of life in all its beauty 
and decay. We can move past the works and see that if the flowers were real and they decayed they would 
continue the cycle that is our lives. 

14  Alan Watson Featherstone, “decomposition and decay”, Trees For Life, https://treesforlife.org.uk/forest/forest-ecolo 
 gy/decomposition-and-decay/ (accessed 23/07/18). 
15  Alan Watson Featherstone, “decomposition and decay”, Trees For Life, https://treesforlife.org.uk/forest/forest-ecolo 
 gy/decomposition-and-decay/ (accessed 23/07/18).
16  Alan Watson Featherstone, “decomposition and decay”, Trees For Life, https://treesforlife.org.uk/forest/forest-ecolo 
 gy/decomposition-and-decay/ (accessed 23/07/18).
17  Alan Watson Featherstone, “decomposition and decay”, Trees For Life, https://treesforlife.org.uk/forest/forest-ecolo 
 gy/decomposition-and-decay/ (accessed 23/07/18).
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Figure 3: Antonia Boyle, wisdom teeth after extraction, 2016.
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Embodied Geographies

Embodied Geographies by Elizabeth Teather (1999) has been a key text in my research for this project. The 
foreword of this text states:  

The life-course can be seen as a journey, and this book charts our progress, revealing how we cope with 
the rough passages: the crises points that can be termed ‘rites of passage’. Life crises involve learning about 
our bodies, about the places we live in, and about our identity. They challenge us to draw on our reserves 
of adaptability and can transform how we live our lives and how we see ourselves.18

Embodied Geographies essentially looks at the geography of the person, how the path their life has taken 
has affected their being (physical and emotional). “By focusing on those periods in an individual’s life that are 
characterised by brief or prolonged periods of significant personal change, we converge, as academics, with 
creative artists, who find the personal turmoil involved at such turning points to be the driving impetus for 
creative expression.”19 I happened to end up in one of these times of crises (the loss of my mother) during 
my master’s and have found relief in exploring this issue through my making and my writing, examining my 
personal geography. First we must look at how we experience the world, which is through a body.

By understanding the body as “a concrete, material, animate organization of flesh, organs, nerves, muscles 
and skeletal structure which are given a unity, cohesiveness, and organization only through their physical and 
social inscription…The body becomes a human body, a body which coincides with the ‘shape’ and space of a 
psyche.” 20

So much of my life has been dictated by the physical body, more specifically my mother’s ill body. The 
dynamic of mother and child shifted to carer and patient and I formed an interest in the body as a complex 
machine as a way of dealing with the situation. The separation between the physical body and the emotional 
body, for me, happened at a young age and is something I continue to struggle with, it is as if the two halves 
of the physical and emotional don’t quite fit together anymore.

Our bodies are how we exist in the world, without them there would be no home for the psyche, they 
are how we literally exist in the world, we are physical creatures yet so much of our being is tied up in the 
non-physical psyche. 

Our bodies occupy space, but they are also spaces in their own right. The ‘space’ of our body is encoded 
with maps of desire, disgust, pleasure, pain, loathing, love. The body and gesture are inseparable: bodies 
make statements, involuntarily and/or through deliberate choice. The body is a ‘site’ for consumption 
and for the expression of values. Through the body’s sensory organs, we perceive the qualities of space; 
through our cultural baggage we assess space; through a combination of creativity and motor skills we 
adapt and design space.21

Our bodies are our space through which to express our psyche. Through adornment we allow our true 
selves to be seen, or disguised. Jewellery exists to adorn the physical body. My jewellery exists to adorn the 
physical body in a manner that allows parts of the unconscious to come to light. By wearing my jewellery, 
the wearer stands tall, occupies more space, something that they can either embrace or something that may 
make them uncomfortable. As someone with mental health issues I often feel my physical existence and the 
space I take up to be a challenge; to occupy space means to be seen and when I am in a dark place that is 
the last thing I want to do. However, if I challenge myself to embrace the space I occupy, it can often make 
me realise I am worthy of occupying this space as I have just as much right as anybody else. The physicality of 
how we exist and the body as a space is key to my project.

18  Elizabeth Kenworthy Teather, Preface, in Embodied Geographies, Spaces, Bodies and Rites of Passage, ed. Elizabeth  
 Kenworthy Teather (London: Routledge, 1999), ix.
19  Elizabeth Kenworthy Teather, Introduction to Embodied Geographies: Spaces, Bodies and Rites of Passage, ed.   
 Elizabeth Kenworthy Teather (London and New York: Routledge, 1999), 1.
20  Elizabeth Kenworthy Teather, Introduction to Embodied Geographies: Spaces, Bodies and Rites of Passage, ed.   
 Elizabeth Kenworthy Teather (London and New York: Routledge, 1999), 6.
21  Elizabeth Kenworthy Teather, Introduction to Embodied Geographies: Spaces, Bodies and Rites of Passage, ed.   
 Elizabeth Kenworthy Teather (London and New York: Routledge, 1999), 7.
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Commemoration and Celebration

Commemoration and celebration are tied together via the experience of remembering yet they are distinct-
ly different. Commemoration often happens during a specific time such as an anniversary, but it can also 
manifest through something physical like a shrine or a monument, a place to reflect. Celebration is celebrating 
the life that one’s loved one lived, the things they loved and cherished. The place where these two process-
es cross over comes in the form of remembering. Commemoration to me seems more about mourning 
the loss, often at designated places or times such as at a grave site, there is a solemnity to it. Celebration is 
remembering as well but to me has connotations of positive memories, remembering times when loved ones 
were with you or enjoying the things they enjoyed such as their favourite meal or celebrating their birthday 
even though they are no longer there. 

There are also informal ways of commemorating and celebrating. I formally commemorate my mother on 
the day of her passing and mourn for her during that day, but informally I have commemorated her on my 
skin in a tribute tattoo. Being a tattoo I will have it for life. I wanted a daily reminder of the strength my 
mother had in life and a feeling that she will always be with me. It is a deeply personal tattoo and one that I 
cherish more than others. 

Celebration in itself is a less formal occasion than commemorating. It can be an event or it can simply be 
doing something that your loved one enjoyed. My family celebrate my mother’s birthday by having a lovely 
dinner out and sharing funny tales, remembering the good times and enjoying something that she would have 
loved. In times when I miss my mother I celebrate her by cooking her favourite meal and watching one of her 
favourite programmes, thus celebrating her loves by enjoying them in her place.

Figure 4: Embodied Geographies book cover (source: https://www.books.com.tw/products/F011218624).
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Figure 5: Antonia Boyle, commemoration tattoo, 2017.
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Auto-ethnography 

Auto-ethnography is a method of research where an author uses self-reflection and reflective writing to ex-
plore personal experience and to connect autobiographical experiences to wider cultural, political, and social 
meanings and understandings.22 My dissertation is written in an auto-ethnographic mode. 

Auto-ethnographers often blur boundaries, crafting fictions and other ways of being true in the interests 
of rewriting selves in the social world… By writing themselves into their own work as major characters, 
auto-ethnographers have challenged accepted views about silent authorship, where the researcher’s voice 
is not included in the presentation of findings.23

The way in which I have chosen to use my personal life experiences as inspiration for my master’s means that 
I automatically started writing about these experiences to create context for my work. The intimacy of this 
writing can make for uncomfortable reading but shows the process I have gone through with my personal 
growth and the growth of my master’s project. “Auto-ethnographic writing can be simultaneously person-
al and scholarly, evocative and analytical, descriptive and theoretical.”24 My writing covers the ground of my 
personal emotional traumas whilst providing links with theory around the use of trauma in art making. This 
master’s seeks to bring to light the human experiences of life and loss within the context of my art practice, 
exploring the intricacies of this practice and the materials it is made of. 

I seek to bring my own experience to the project as I see no other way of making. Separating the self from 
the work is impossible as artists draw from their life experiences as inspiration for their art. I felt the same 
about the writing part of this master’s and decided to treat it the same as if I were crafting a piece of jew-
ellery, driven by my own life experiences. There can be a rawness to auto-ethnographic writing which can 
make it confronting. However, I believe it also makes the work more appealing as one becomes more in-
vested in understanding its origins. The trauma I have gone through is perhaps the most human experience 
of all as we all face death at some stage in our lives. Therefore it is not only my personal experience but an 
experience that most can relate to.
“Auto-ethnography invites writers to see themselves and everyone else as human subjects constructed in a 
tangle of cultural, social and historical situations.”25 This type of writing brings a kind of three-dimensionality 
to an otherwise two-dimensional text. My personal history hopefully brings alive the theoretical contexts of 
the work.

22  Wikipedia, Autoethnography, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Autoethnography ( accessed 10/10/18).
23  Sally Denshire, “Autoethnography”, Current Sociology, Vol. 62, 6 (2014): 831-850. http://www.sagepub.net/isa/re  
 sources/pdf/Autoethnography.pdf, (accessed 10/10/18) 1.
24  Sally Denshire, “Autoethnography”, Current Sociology, Vol. 62, 6 (2014): 831-850. http://www.sagepub.net/isa/re  
 sources/pdf/Autoethnography.pdf, (accessed 10/10/18) 4.
25  Sally Denshire, “Autoethnography”, Current Sociology, Vol. 62, 6 (2014): 831-850. http://www.sagepub.net/isa/re  
 sources/pdf/Autoethnography.pdf, (accessed 10/10/18) 2.
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Roots

The term ‘roots’ has multiple meanings, from the literal reference to plant roots to a signifier of where we 
come from. A plant’s roots make up the vast majority of the plant body as a whole. “Roots are branching 
organs which grow downward into the soil, a manifestation of geotropism (growth direction affected by 
gravitational pull).”26 The plant roots’ functions are, anchorage and support (helping the plant to stay upright), 
absorption (of water, oxygen and nutrients from the soil) and storage (storing excess water and carbohy-
drates in the place of root vegetables). Some plants have specialised root systems with adapted functions to 
help them in their specific environments e.g. plants that grow in stagnant water (for example water lilies) have 
the added root function of aerating the soil around them. 
Roots also have ties to spirituality symbolism. Trees (and their roots) as a symbol can be found in many 
religions, for example in Christianity there is the tree of life. In eco-intuition (moving our perception into the 
deeper realms of nature with a focus on gaining insight)27 the tree is broken down into its defining parts, each 
part conveying its own teachings. The way roots vastly spread their growth underground in order to support 
the seen plant is believed to be “metaphoric of our own inner root systems of beliefs and spirituality. We 
must dig deep, and be firmly rooted in a structured system of beneficent beliefs. It’s the only way we are 
insured upward mobility.”28. In other words we must be firmly rooted in our beliefs in order to grow. 
 
There’s a popular song by Six60 titled “Don’t forget your roots”. In this song roots are presented as a symbol 
for family ties. The chorus goes as follows:

“Don’t forget your roots my friend 
Don’t forget your family, yeah
Don’t forget your roots my friend
The ones who made you
The ones who brought you here. . .”29 

An interpretation of this song can be found on a blog by Aiono Manu Faaea-Semeatu who writes: “…it plays 
like a mantra in my mind about my roots, thinking about how important knowing who I am is and where I 
come from, my ancestors, my parents, my family, my culture, language and identity (and now multiple iden-
tities - depending on the contexts I’m in and the roles I am expected to play or choose to play) all roll into 
one huge complex ball of confusion.”30 Here we see yet another way of looking at roots. Roots as our family 
history, where we grew from. My interpretation of roots combines all these different ways of looking at 
roots. Roots are a way of expressing unseen growth, reconnecting to what keeps me grounded (my family, 
my garden, the things I love). Roots are an integral part of the pieces I am making as without the roots there 
would be no growth. Roots feed the plant alongside the death and decay in life represented by teeth in my 
work.

26  Ben G. Bareja, “The Plant Root System Distinguished from its Shoot, It’s Functions”, Crops Review, https://www.  
 cropsreview.com/plant-root-system.html (accessed 26/06/2018).
27  Avia Venefica, “Eco-intuiting Tree Symbolism”, Token Rock, https://www.tokenrock.com/articles/ecointuit  
 ing-tree-symbolism/ (accessed 26/06/2018).
28  Avia Venefica, “Eco-intuiting Tree Symbolism”, Token Rock, https://www.tokenrock.com/articles/ecointuit  
 ing-tree-symbolism/ (accessed 26/06/2018).
29  Aiono Manu Faaea-Semeatu, “Don’t forget your roots my friend..”, ManuScript Blog, posted 23 May 2014, http://  
 manuscr1pt.blogspot.com/2014/05/dont-forget-your-roots-my-friend.html , (accessed 26/06/2018).
30  Aiono Manu Faaea-Semeatu, “Don’t forget your roots my friend..”, ManuScript Blog, posted 23 May 2014, http://  
 manuscr1pt.blogspot.com/2014/05/dont-forget-your-roots-my-friend.html , (accessed 26/06/2018).

Figure 6: Root systems of prairie plants (Source: http://driftlessprairies.org/confluence-our-water-ways-in-art/prairie-roots/).
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Presence and Absence

The terms ‘presence’ and ‘absence’ describe states of experience. They are the black and white, opposites of 
each other, yet one cannot exist without the other. The Oxford English Dictionary definitions of both terms 
are: “the fact or condition of being present” and “the state of being absent or away.”31 Presence and absence 
is inherent to my project in multiple ways. There is the presence of the tooth which in turn signifies the ab-
sence of the body. There is the presence of life in my work, a sensation of growth, and yet it is not alive and 
therefore absent of life. My work is based around the absence of my mother and the presence she had when 
she was here. 

The tooth is a strong symbol for presence and absence. The tooth makes its presence known through pain. 
It is the kind of pain that you cannot take your mind off. In my experience the pain is felt regardless of what 
stage of tooth it is, but there is often more pain when it comes to adult teeth. After the relief of the removal 
of the tooth, the absence becomes known. That niggling gap in your mouth that your tongue automatically 
goes to, the absence made known by the presence of the gap. 

The tooth brings the presence of the body into my work, signifying a link between the plant life cycle and our 
own life cycle. Yet there is an absence of the body. The work is jewellery, made for the body yet there is no 
body wearing them in my final exhibition. 
My work is imbued with the presence of life in all of its forms, its sprouting, its growth and its decay. My 
works represents life through its expression of this cycle via my handmade plants. While the plants speak of 
life and show a presence of life they are devoid of life. The flowers, plants and roots are all made from plastic, 
in my opinion one of the most void of life materials. The tooth, while once being alive and a functioning part 
of the body, is now dead, devoid of life. The presence of the tooth symbolises the absence of life.  

The polar opposites of presence and absence means they are inherently linked to each other. One simply 
cannot have one without the other. 

31  Amanda Bell, “absence/presence”, The Chicago School of Media Theory, https://lucian.uchicago.edu/blogs/me  
 diatheory/keywords/absence-presence/  (accessed 16/07/18).
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Shadow and Light

Much like presence and absence, shadow and light are inherently linked to each other. Without one the other 
does not exist. They are defined by each other and highlight each other. The use of shadow and light is key to 
my final master’s exhibition. The light illuminates the complex shapes created in the rhizomatic root system 
and floral forms. The shadows cast from the works cascading on the walls create an immersive environment 
in the gallery. The shadows become the alternate version of the work, an ephemeral entity growing across 
the walls. The shadow works extended through drawing add to the reading of the work, allowing the viewer 
to imagine the jewellery works themselves growing. 

Shadows and light also hold a place in my work in terms of psychology. The shadows are our personal hell, 
things that we don’t want to acknowledge about ourselves, things that we try to hide, behaviours, thoughts, 
and emotions that we find to be inappropriate or unacceptable. Shadows relate to everything that we learn 
from our culture that we can’t be, everything that we repress. The things we judge and reproach other 
people for.”32 For a long time I tried to hide all my pain and fear, I felt ashamed that it held such power over 
me. No one wants to be unhappy and so instead of expressing these things I hid them inside, bottled them 
up. But they began to implode, creating a vast void inside by the name of depression. Through therapy I have 
come to understand that the more I push away these negative ‘shadow’ feelings, the more I am allowing 
them to control me.

Light and shadow are two halves of a whole, twin forces that direct our lives; they are essential to main-
taining the balance of life…And so, we are caught in the middle of the dual forces of light and shadow. 
Yet each can only exist because of the other. Without light, there would be no shadow. For each to be 
understood, shadow needs light, as light needs shadow. Together, their opposition represents a two-fold 
process designed to bring about the spiritual evolution of humanity, and the transformation of individual 
lives. Both parts of the whole are needed for progress and transformation. Contrast and opposition create 
structure. They are necessary to make us who we can become.33

When we come to terms with the fact that we are made up of opposites and that they are both equally 
valid parts of ourselves, we allow ourselves to be human. Our world is made up of opposites, the duality of 
everything and nothing, of life and death.

32  “You are a Balance of Light and Shadows”, Exploring your Mind, https://exploringyourmind.com/balance-light-shad  
 ows/ (accessed 17/07/18).
33  Robert Atkinson, “Why we Need both Light and Shadow in our Lives”, Remembering who we are, posted   
 10/03/2012, https://rememberingwhoweare.wordpress.com/2012/03/10/why-we-need-both-light-and-shadow-in-  
 our-lives/  (accessed 17/07/18).

Figure 7: Antonia Boyle, trial hanging testing effects of shadow and light, 2018.
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Liminality

Throughout my master’s I have been looking at ‘in-between’ spaces, the space between presence and ab-
sence, shadow and light, life and death. All of these spaces can be defined by the term liminality.  

“Liminality (from the Latin limen, ‘threshold’): an in-between state characterized by ambiguity, openness, and 
indeterminacy; a period of transition, during which normal limits to thought, self-understanding, and behav-
iour are relaxed, opening the way to something new.”34

While this term is often used to describe physical/literal spaces I feel it can be applied to my work as well. 
With my work I am bringing awareness to the in-between places of life, the grey area between the black and 
the white, where living happens between birth and death. 

“One of the first liminal states to be explored by researchers was rites of passage. During a rite of passage, 
an individual is at the threshold between two different states of being. Quite often, it is the state between 
childhood and adulthood, the space between when one isn’t quite a child anymore but is not yet an adult.”35

Initially, when I started this project, I was in this liminal space mentioned above. I felt as though I was no 
longer a child but not quite an adult. All of this was brought about through the removal of my wisdom teeth. 
I felt as though physical growth was pushing me into the next stage of life. Throughout this experience, I was 
thrust into a different liminal space when my mother died. Again I felt as though I was in the ‘grey area’ in 
between life and death, lost somewhere in a crisis of identity. I have come to realise that liminality exists in 
our everyday lives. We exist in a liminal space where we occupy different roles at the same time, experience 
different emotions at the same time, and exist somewhere between being born and dying.

Ecology

The emitted and exhaled carbon dioxide is not the exhaust of combusted ‘fuel’ as in a motor. The carbon 
atom does not come from ingested nourishment. So metabolism means; I subsist on what becomes my 
body, and I exhale into the air what was my body. I am grain of the field that died for me, and I die con-
stantly and transform myself into what the plants inhale, such that my body becomes their new bodies. 
The organism is a closed being, and at the same time matter flows through it. Matter drifts through the 
bodies of a vast array of organisms without ever being identical with them. A carbon atom in the calm 
grasses of the meadow was once a part of the air, and before that an insect, fruit, perhaps a human body, 
its breath perhaps me.36

Ecology is the branch of biology which focuses on the relations of organisms to one another and their phys-
ical surroundings. In the text Matter and Desire: An Erotic Ecology, philosopher, biologist and writer Andreas 
Weber details a philosophy “for the anthropocene, a ‘poetic-materialism’ that closes the gap between mind 
and matter.”37 The text explores the ways in which we, as living beings, relate to our world, yearning for 
connections and expressing desires through our body. “It investigates the principles of reality that we can 
experience and of which we are a part.”38 Weber writes about how we interact with the world that we exist 
in. “The logic of the living world relies much more on the fact that every species is dependent on another, 
that every act of taking is balanced by an act of giving.”39 It is this balance of life that drew me to his text. The 
world we live in is constantly affecting our physical and mental being. “This phenomenon, which the mathe-

34  Pamela Winfrey, “Liminality: Art on the Threshold” The Exploratorium, http://www.exploratorium.edu/liminality/  
 exhibition.html (accessed 17/07/18).
35  “Understanding how Liminal Space is Different from Other Places”, Better Help, https://www.betterhelp.com/ad  
 vice/general/understanding-how-liminal-space-is-different-from-other-places/ (accessed 17/07/18).
36  Andreas Weber, Matter and Desire: An Erotic Ecology, trans, Rory Bradley (Vermont: Chelsea Green Publishing,   
 2017), 57.
37  Andreas Weber, Matter and Desire: An Erotic Ecology, trans, Rory Bradley (Vermont: Chelsea Green Publishing,   
 2017), cover.
38  Andreas Weber, Matter and Desire: An Erotic Ecology, trans, Rory Bradley (Vermont: Chelsea Green Publishing,   
 2017), xiii.
39  Andreas Weber, Matter and Desire: An Erotic Ecology, trans, Rory Bradley (Vermont: Chelsea Green Publishing,   
 2017), 9.
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maticians call ‘fractal growth’, tells us that big things are just enlarged reflections of small things.”40 This reflec-
tion is something I have seen numerous times through my research in the way root systems are reflected in 
our own anatomy, in our nervous system all the way down to the shape of our neurons. “Life is something 
that brings the inside of a body to expression: the inside of the world, ever present, the potentiality of matter 
that dreams of awakening, regardless of whether this awakening is accompanied by pleasure or pain.”41

The chapter I found most relevant to my research has the ominous title of Death. Much of this chapter 
reflects my own thoughts surrounding death and the transformative effect it has on life. “Were it not for 
the ever-present possibility of death, beings would not need to be possessed by the urge to evolve, to go 
on existing.”42 Death and the fear of it is often the very thing that propels us forward in life whether it be a 
conscious awareness of death or the unconscious knowledge of one’s own mortality. Weber writes about 
the balance of life: “…all light must be informed by darkness and all success by suffering”43,the yin and yang of 
the world. “Outside and inside are two sides of the same thing and indivisibly bound together.44”

Things’ desire for complexity is a reflection of the end that must someday consume them. The facticity 
of forms, so profound as to bring one to tears – the fact that every leaf is different, every bud a unique 
individual – is both a reflection of the death that awaits all things and witness to wholly unique ways of 
avoiding decay and celebrating triumph over it…All existence represents a new beginning, a new answer 
to the insatiable desire for being; in every unique thing, this desire is not exactly fulfilled, but manifested in 
the boundless intensity of an urge of a bounded material thing that will someday end.45

Life and death do not exist as mere opposites but they are entwined together, inseparable. “Within itself, 
life is already carrying death, which is just waiting for the door to open to it.”46 Death is perhaps the single 
thing that unites all living beings, as every living thing must come to an end. “All of us – all life forms in this 
biosphere, and indeed all things in this reality – have death in common. It is a profoundly connective element 
between us.”47 When presented with the reality of death (the loss of a loved one) we see death in its literal 
form, as the end. This easily pushes us into a place of fear as it is a terrible situation to be confronted with, 
but, “what makes life into a site of dying, a site where birth no longer takes place, is solely our denial of the 
fact that death is necessary to life, and that death is essential to our own life.”48 Facing death so literally has 
propelled me forward with my life, after the fear of death stagnated my life, and living surrounded by fear 
of death for many years led me to be afraid to look at life beyond the loss of my mother. Now I have come 
through the fear and am on the other side of it, I have embraced the reality of death which has led me to 
enlightenment.

The loss of my mother has shaken my belief system to the very core and brought about a realisation of the 
balance of life, the balance of life and death, light and dark. Newton’s third law comes to mind: “…every 
action has an equal and opposite reaction.”49 Everything is affected by everything else, life cycles around us, 
death, decay feeding new life, new growth, which eventually dies and decays again. The cycle never ends. 

40  Andreas Weber, Matter and Desire: An Erotic Ecology, trans, Rory Bradley (Vermont: Chelsea Green Publishing,   
 2017), 28.
41  Andreas Weber, Matter and Desire: An Erotic Ecology, trans, Rory Bradley (Vermont: Chelsea Green Publishing,   
 2017), 46.
42  Andreas Weber, Matter and Desire: An Erotic Ecology, trans, Rory Bradley (Vermont: Chelsea Green Publishing,   
 2017), 50.
43  Andreas Weber, Matter and Desire: An Erotic Ecology, trans, Rory Bradley (Vermont: Chelsea Green Publishing,   
 2017), 51.
44  Andreas Weber, Matter and Desire: An Erotic Ecology, trans, Rory Bradley (Vermont: Chelsea Green Publishing,   
 2017), 58.
45  Andreas Weber, Matter and Desire: An Erotic Ecology, trans, Rory Bradley (Vermont: Chelsea Green Publishing,   
 2017), 53.
46  Andreas Weber, Matter and Desire: An Erotic Ecology, trans, Rory Bradley (Vermont: Chelsea Green Publishing,   
 2017), 55.
47  Andreas Weber, Matter and Desire: An Erotic Ecology, trans, Rory Bradley (Vermont: Chelsea Green Publishing,   
 2017), 61.
48  Andreas Weber, Matter and Desire: An Erotic Ecology, trans, Rory Bradley (Vermont: Chelsea Green Publishing,   
 2017), 66.
49  The Physics Classroom, “Newtons Third Law” The Physics classroom https://www.physicsclassroom.com/class/newt 
 laws/Lesson-4/Newtons-Third-Law (Accessed 17/12/18).
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Genealogy
 
Genealogy is the study of family history, essentially the study of family trees and bloodlines. Genealogy 
involves the hidden roots from our past, where we grew from. Genealogy has seen a rise in popularity in re-
cent years with the creation of sites such as ancestry.com among many others. Genealogy has become more 
accessible and in these times where we are always looking towards our future it is intriguing to see people 
wanting to know more about their past. While I do not know much about my own genealogy I do know 
that my grandmother had the same illness my mother suffered from and that it was passed to her from her 
mother’s family line. Family history is an important part of assessing the likelihood of suffering from diseases. 
My family is an integral part of who I am and how I was made. Genealogy can be seen to be another form of 
a root system, especially in terms of the family tree. 

Growth

Growth is a concept that has many applications. It can be used to describe processes in biology, economics, 
mathematics, social sciences and many other fields. I’m talking about physical growth in terms of plant sys-
tems and also about psychological growth as related to my project.

If we look at how most plants grow they follow a pattern that is rather simple. A seed falls to the ground, 
and if the ground has enough moisture and there is enough light and the temperature is right, the seed will 
start to sprout. Initially, there is a single root that sprouts into the ground, anchoring the seed in its place and 
also allowing the seed to feed from the nutrients in the soil. Once the seed is secure in the soil and feeding 
from the nutrients, a shoot breaks free from the soil towards the sky. As the roots begin to spread under-
ground, anchoring and feeding the growing plant, the shoot grows leaves, allowing the plant to photosynthe-
size. 

Due to this, the plant begins to grow rapidly. The plant develops its reproductive organs which is also 
known as the flowering stage. After the process of pollination is completed, the plant begins to produce 
fruits. These fruits contain seeds, which mature on the parent plant and fall to the ground thus starting its 
own life cycle.50 

For maturing plants, seasonal changes can affect rates of growth, “In a uniform climate it is possible for a plant 
to grow continuously…In a climate with clearly defined seasons (between periods favourable and unfavoura-
ble for growth) shoot extension is likely to be rhythmic.”51 
50  BiologyWise Staff, “An Overview of the Plant Growth Process: How Does a Plant Grow?”, Biologywise,  https://biolo 
 gywise.com/plant-growth-process-how-does-plant-grow (accessed 9/07/18).
51  Adrian D. Bell, “Time of Meristem Activity: Rhythmic and Continuous Growth” in Plant Form: An Illustrated Guide to  
 Flowering Plant Morphology, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1991), 260. 

Figure 8: Matter and Desire: An Erotic Ecology book cover (source: https://cultures-of-enlivenment.org/en/current).
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Rhizomatic plants have the strange ability where they can grow into either a shoot or a root. It is this ability 
that allows them to grow so well in many directions, often causing trouble in the garden. They can grow 
infinitely in any direction including up (to form a plant shoot) or down (to form a root). Some plant rhizomes 
“continue to extend in the cold season although internodes (a part of a plant stem between two of the 
nodes from which leaves emerge) produced are shorter than those developing at other times.”52

Psychologist Carl Jung writes about the rhizome in terms of growth. In his introduction to Memories, 
Dreams, Reflections, he writes: 

Life has always seemed to me like a plant that lives on its rhizome. It’s true life is invisible, hidden in the 
rhizome. The part that appears above the ground lasts only a single summer. Then it withers away—an 
ephemeral apparition. When we think of the unending growth and decay of life and civilizations, we can-
not escape the impression of absolute nullity. Yet I have never lost the sense of something that lives and 
endures beneath the eternal flux. What we see is blossom, which passes.”53 

This notion of the rhizome speaks to how I am using rhizomatic structures in my current works.

Human growth follows a rather linear path of growth, however psychologically it differs from person to 
person, occurring in a more rhizomatic form. Due to the trauma I have gone through both with my moth-
er’s illness and passing as well as other events in my life, my psychological growth has been forced to happen 
faster than my physical growth. I have had to be mature beyond my years to cope with the realities of the sit-
uations I have been in. Yet in other ways my growth has been stunted, and it look me a long time to separate 
my identity from my mother’s illness and my role of being her carer. My growth since the loss of my mother 
has been transformative. 

Through my research I have come across the term “post-traumatic growth”. Post-traumatic growth (PTG) 
refers to “what can happen when someone who has difficulty bouncing back experiences a traumatic event 
that challenges his or her core beliefs, endures psychological struggle (even a mental illness such as post-trau-
matic stress disorder), and then ultimately finds a sense of personal growth.”54 

The death of my mother was a life altering loss that challenged the way I viewed the world and myself. It 
is fair to say that I am a person that has found certain life events difficult to deal with, especially when they 
triggered episodes of depression and anxiety. However, I do believe I needed to fully lose a part of myself 
in order to grow stronger. I feel that using my grief and experiences of life as inspiration for this project has 
helped me process what I have gone through in a positive way.
 
“PTG encompasses several domains, including greater appreciation for life, development of meaningful inter-
personal relationships and a greater personal strength.”55 I find myself looking retrospectively into how I dealt 
with the loss of my mother, initially retreating and then looking for help, finding myself now in a distinctly dif-
ferent place than I was last year (both physically and mentally). “We plant the seeds of resilience in the ways 
we process negative events.”56 I find myself growing more like a rhizome, reaching out under the surface/
unconsciously growing my roots to ground me and growing my shoots and flowers to enjoy life after living in 
illness and loss for so long.

52  Adrian D. Bell, “Time of Meristem Activity: Rhythmic and Continuous Growth” in Plant Form: An Illustrated Guide to  
 Flowering Plant Morphology, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1991), 260.
53  Mark Gartler, “Rhizome”, The University of Chicago Theories of Media Keyword Glossary, http://csmt.uchicago.edu/  
 glossary2004/rhizome.htm (accessed 17/07/2017).
54  Lorna Collier, “Growth after Trauma: Why Some People are More Resilient than Others- and Can it be Taught?” ,  
 American Psychological   Association: Monitor on Psychology, Vol. 47, no. 10, (November 2016), http://www.apa.  
 org/monitor/2016/11/growth-trauma.aspx
55  Kristen A. Louiselle et al., “Posttraumatic Growth Associated with a Relative’s Serious Illness” Families, Systems &  
 Health, Vol, 26, No.1 (2011), 64-72.
56  Sandberg, Sheryl and Adam Grant, Option B: Facing Adversity, Building resilience, and Finding Joy. (London: WH   
 Allen, 2017), 16.
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Rhizome

‘Rhizome’ is a word that originated in botany to describe particular root systems. “Rhizomes are modified 
stems running underground horizontally, they strike new roots out of their nodes (the areas where leaves 
and buds sprout from).”57 These particular root systems make the plants that grow from them very difficult 
to remove, there is almost always a part of the rhizome left which a new plant can then sprout from.

In On the Line (1983) Gilles Deleuze and Fèlix Guattari analyse the rhizome as a phenomenon and a signifier 
in many situations. The characterisations of the rhizome are: “Principals of connection and heterogeneity: any 
point on a rhizome can be connected with another, and must be. This is very different from a tree or root, 
which fixes a point and thus an order.”58 “A rhizome never ceases to connect semiotic chains, organizations of 
power, and events in the arts, sciences, and social struggles.”59 The rhizome allows us to see the interconnect-
edness of everything across platforms, nothing exists singularly. 

Principle of multiplicity: it is only when the multiple is treated as substantive or multiplicity that it no longer 
bears any relationship to the One as subject or as object, as natural or intellectual reality, as image or 
world…Puppet strings, as a rhizome or multiplicity, do not run back to the assumed will of an artist or 
puppeteer, but to the multiplicity of nerve fibres that form in their turn another puppet following other 
dimensions connected to the first.60 

There is no One being in control or operating as the core idea but rather multiple possibilities of multiple 
concepts that layer over each other and speak to each other. 

“Principle of a-signifying rupture: against the excessively signifying breaks that separate structures, or traverse 
one of them. A rhizome can be cracked and broken at any point; it starts off again following one or another 
of its lines, or even other lines.”61 Instead of the tree system where, if you break a root that is where it ends, 
a rhizomatic structure begins again after a break or disconnection, it does not end but continues in on itself 
following its pattern. 

Principle of cartography and decalcomania: a rhizome is not answerable to any structural or generative 
model, being by nature foreign to the very idea of genetic axis, or a deep structure. A genetic axis is like an 
objective pivotal unity on which successive stages are organised; a deep structure is rather like a base series 
decomposable into immediate constituents, while the unity of the product passes into another dimension, 
subjective and transformable.62 

There is no designated order for the rhizome, it cannot be planned as it has multiple layers coexisting and 
intersecting in a completely random form. 

The tree articulates and establishes a hierarchy of tracings, which are like its leaves. The rhizome is some-
thing altogether different, a map and not a tracing….If the map is opposed to trace, it’s because its whole 
orientation is towards establishing contact with the real experimentally, the map does not reproduce an 
unconscious closed in on itself; it constructs it.63

The rhizome does not have a dictated form, it creates its own form purposefully. 

Let’s sum up the principal characteristics of a rhizome: unlike trees with their roots, the rhizome connects 
any point with any other point, and none of its features necessarily refers to features of the same kind. It 
puts into play very different regimes of signs and even states of non-signs. The rhizome doesn’t allow itself 
to be reduced to the One or the Many… It is not made up of units but of dimensions, or rather shifting 
directions. It has neither beginning nor end, but always a middle through which it pushes and overflows. 

57  David Beaulieu “Rhizomes: Definition, Examples and How They are Different from Roots”, The Spruce,  https://www. 
 thespruce.com/rhizomes-definition-examples-2131103  (accessed 17/07/2017).
58  Deleuze, Gilles and Fèlix Guattari, On the Line, trans. John Johnston (New York: Semiotext, 1983), 11.
59  Deleuze, Gilles and Fèlix Guattari, On the Line, trans. John Johnston (New York: Semiotext, 1983), 12.
60  Deleuze, Gilles and Fèlix Guattari, On the Line, trans. John Johnston (New York: Semiotext, 1983), 13.
61  Deleuze, Gilles and Fèlix Guattari, On the Line, trans. John Johnston (New York: Semiotext, 1983), 18.
62  Deleuze, Gilles and Fèlix Guattari, On the Line, trans. John Johnston (New York: Semiotext, 1983), 24.
63  Deleuze, Gilles and Fèlix Guattari, On the Line, trans. John Johnston (New York: Semiotext, 1983), 26.
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It constitutes linear multiplicities in of dimensions, without subject or object… Such a multiplicity does 
not vary its dimensions without changing its own nature and metamorphosing itself…Unlike the tree, the 
rhizome is not an object of reproduction: neither external reproduction of the image-tree, not internal 
representation of the internal tree-structure.64

The rhizome could be interpreted as a way of living, with no set path, no beginning and end only a middle in 
which everything happens. “A rhizome doesn’t begin and doesn’t end, but is always in the middle, between 
things, inter-being.”65 If we exist this way perhaps there would be less pressure, which I feel would allow for 
exponential growth of the self. 

The middle is not at all average – far from it- but the area where things take on speed. Between things 
does not designate a localizable relation going from one to the other and reciprocally, but a perpendicular 
direction, a transversal movement carrying away the one and the other, a stream without beginning or end, 
gnawing away at its two banks and picking up speed in the middle.66

Jewellery and Death

Pravu Mazumdar’s text Preferring Not to Die: Some Reflections on Jewellery and Death (2008) is a complex 
text about jewellery and its connections with human life. There is an understanding of the rhizome evident 
in this text. “All makeup, jewellery ornamentation and decoration seems to function to make a face, a space 
come alive, be conspicuous, appear fresh and young”67 and staying fresh and young or actively expressing life 
is a simple way of expressing the preference not to die. 

Mazumdar writes about how death surrounds life.

There is no frontal collision with death, no confrontation in the literal sense. Rather one accepts and rec-
ognizes what is given. One accepts the real possibility of the evil eye which can harm and ultimately kill the 
child, one accepts that the body lying in the coffin is already dead, one accepts the necessity of having to 
kill to nourish oneself, one accepts the fact that we are surrounded by dead matter imbued with dramatic 
potentialities of generating illusion.68 

He starts by exploring the way death surrounds life and speaks of jewellery as an act of transformation, 
which can be led by an artist. “Whenever and wherever human beings live and relate to each other, jewellery 
seems to be at work, forging appearances, crafting effects.”69

In the process of enlivening the dead, in the process of making ourselves at home in the world, we our-
selves have to die – to the point of assuming a different form and a different appearance, signalising a dif-
ferent life force at work within us. This new, different life rests on the debris of our past life. In this sense, 
all artistic work involves something like the enactment of an aesthetic reincarnation of the artistic self.70 

64  Deleuze, Gilles and Fèlix Guattari, On the Line, trans. John Johnston (New York: Semiotext, 1983), 48.
65  Deleuze, Gilles and Fèlix Guattari, On the Line, trans. John Johnston (New York: Semiotext, 1983), 57.
66  Deleuze, Gilles and Fèlix Guattari, On the Line, trans. John Johnston (New York: Semiotext, 1983), 58.
67  Pravu Mazumdar, “Preferring Not to Die: Some Reflections on Jewellery and Death” (Paper presented at Siamo Qui -  
 We are Here  (Exhibition/Symposium/Educational Forum on Contemporary Art Jewellery) Florence, Italy,   
 April 17-18, 2008).
68  Pravu Mazumdar, “Preferring Not to Die: Some Reflections on Jewellery and Death” (Paper presented at Siamo Qui -  
 We are Here (Exhibition/Symposium/Educational Forum on Contemporary Art Jewellery) Florence, Italy, April 17-18,  
 2008).
69  Pravu Mazumdar, “Preferring Not to Die: Some Reflections on Jewellery and Death” (Paper presented at Siamo Qui -  
 We are Here (Exhibition/Symposium/Educational Forum on Contemporary Art Jewellery) Florence, Italy, April 17-18,  
 2008).
70  Pravu Mazumdar, “Preferring Not to Die: Some Reflections on Jewellery and Death” (Paper presented at Siamo Qui -  
 We are Here (Exhibition/Symposium/Educational Forum on Contemporary Art Jewellery) Florence, Italy, April 17-18,  
 2008).
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All of the work I make is a projection of myself, of my experiences and my feelings and perhaps this projec-
tion is aimed at finding other people with the same or similar experiences and in turn to feel less alone.

“Jewellery is inevitably related in some manner or the other to the human body”71 and it is made by a body 
for a body to express human experiences. Mazumdar questions how jewellery interacts with the body, 
“What does jewellery do to us? This question must be posed in the light of the fact that in jewellery art 
becomes self-reflexive in a very specific manner… the act of preferring not to die is not focused of some 
external object but on myself, it does not concern death in general it concerns my own death.”72 Wearing 
jewellery and expressing one’s self allows a growth of identity that protects us from death. We prefer not to 
die and thus we express our life through our experience rather than simply succumbing to the inevitability of 
death. 

My work reflects this evolution of the self through the death of a part of myself and the growth of the new 
self I have now. By actively portraying growth after death I am showing a “preference not to die”, actively 
embracing life, be it through jewellery that physically expresses this life or in my functioning lifestyle. There is 
vital acknowledgement of the life that was before and the life that is now showing both the death that we are 
surrounded by as living beings and the life that we actively lead in avoiding this death for ourselves.

Teeth

As we grow up both physically and emotionally, we have to come to terms with the inevitability of change 
throughout our lives. Our teeth come through and are lost at what I believe to be key stages of our growth. 
These key stages are childhood, young adulthood and mature adulthood. These stages of life bring about sig-
nificant changes both within the body but also in our relationship with the world around us. Adult teeth start 
coming through at the same time our body undergoes a significant change, puberty. Our bodies change even 
more still, the surge of hormones altering how our brain works and affecting how we relate to others. 

Just when we think our bodies are settling in to how we will be for the rest of our lives, along come wisdom 
teeth. Wisdom teeth come in around the ages of 18-23, and while our bodies have matured by this age our 
brains are only just beginning to accept the responsibility that is adulthood. In mature adulthood, we see our 
life choices coming back to haunt us. Smoking, poor diet and even other health issues can lead to damaged 
teeth, these teeth often need to be removed and replaced with artificial teeth such as dentures. Other issues 
around this stage of life are often due to the body getting older. The reality of being in a body means under-
standing that it doesn’t last forever, joints start to fail, it becomes harder to get around and so forth. This final 
stage with loss of teeth and our health deteriorating becomes a stark reminder of our own mortality, of the 
growth and decay of life, the human condition. 

I have found that while people are repulsed by their removed teeth they still feel a sense of value about them. 
They might not be able to bring themselves to touch them but when giving their teeth to me for the project 
some expressed a sense of sadness, as if giving up a part of themselves.

The way I use teeth in my work is as a symbol for our growth and development through life as humans. The 
loss of teeth coincides with growth and moving into adulthood and is not devoid of pain. Where there is pain 
there is often a struggle. As humans we struggle to adapt to change yet growth is an inevitable part of our 
life. Growing up and moving through the different stages of our life I believe that we can use the loss of teeth 
as symbolic of the struggles we go through. 

Teeth are also a symbol of our bodies’ growth and therefore decay. The way I am using teeth is to suggest 
that their growth and eventual loss leads to the decay that feeds future life. Without growth there is no de-
71  Pravu Mazumdar, “Preferring Not to Die: Some Reflections on Jewellery and Death” (Paper presented at Siamo Qui -  
 We are Here (Exhibition/Symposium/Educational Forum on Contemporary Art Jewellery) Florence, Italy, April 17-18,  
 2008).
72  Pravu Mazumdar, “Preferring Not to Die: Some Reflections on Jewellery and Death” (Paper presented at Siamo Qui -  
 We are Here (Exhibition/Symposium/Educational Forum on Contemporary Art Jewellery) Florence, Italy, April 17-18,  
 2008).
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cay and without decay there cannot be growth. Teeth are a symbol of loss, both physical and emotional, and 
after this loss there a transformative growth which can occur in a person’s life.
Teeth are also a feature of jewellery throughout history. A human tooth necklace (a vuasagale) originating in 
the 18th-19th century resides in the Bowers Museum, California. The necklace consists of a braided fibre 
strand holding together 203 human teeth. Only incisors and canines were used in this necklace, therefore the 
necklace carries nearly 60 (and likely closer to 100) individuals’ teeth. Each tooth has been carefully extracted 
so that the root stays perfectly intact and therefore able to be perforated so that is can be strung on the 
necklace. 

Several early accounts of Europeans in New Zealand describe encounters with people adorned in human 
tooth ear pendants and necklaces. Still little is understood about the history or exact meaning of these 
necklaces, surely the coveted belongings of those who held chiefly or high status. Whether the teeth 
came from one’s ancestors or from the mouths of enemies, each tooth would have been viewed as a 
representation or an embodiment of the deceased, a power that was transferred to the wearer.73

Vuasagale containing human teeth have been found all across the pacific, including in New Zealand. I found 
another example of Vuasagale from the same era and place on a website titled Tribal Mania.74 This piece was 
for sale, almost as if someone were saying “you too can have your own piece of exotic tribal jewellery”. The 
only information I could find was that it was found in a personal collection in Canada. Another piece of histo-
ry lost on the other side of the world.

Henry Morton Stanley (1841-1904) was a Welsh-American journalist and explorer, famous for his explora-
tion of Central Africa. In 1886, Stanley set out on his last exploration of Africa from where he returned with 
a famous human tooth necklace. This necklace, composed of 34 human teeth held together by braided fibres, 
was donated to the Museum of the Odontological Society in November 1890 by R.H. Woodhouse accom-
panied by a letter from Stanley himself. Stanley reported that “the necklace was taken from a fallen warrior 
after a fight between his party and a tribe on the Ituri River. The necklace was brought back to England as 
evidence of the cannibaltribes Stanley claimed to have encountered on his expeditions into the Congo.”75 

73 Bowers Museum, “Human Tooth Necklace (Vuasagale)”, The Bowers Museum Blog, posted 30 September 2010,   
 https://www.bowers.org/index.php/collection/collection-blog/human-tooth-necklace-vuasagale    
 (accessed 19/02/2018).
74  Tribal Mania, “Scarce 19th C. Fijian Human Tooth Necklace” Tribal Mania Gallery  http://www.tribalmania.com/FIJI 
 ANTOOTHNECKLACE.htm ( accessed 19/02/2018).
75  Kristin Hussey, “Henry Morton Stanley’s Human Tooth Necklace: Guest Post by Kristin Hussey, Hunterian Museum,  
 London”, Morbid Anatomy: Surveying the Interstices or Art and Medicine, Death and Culture, posted 29 April 2014   
 http://morbidanatomy.blogspot.co.nz/search/label/curious%20specimens (accessed 02/07/17).

Figure 9: Fijian Tooth Necklace or Vuasagale (source:  http://www.tribalmania.com/FIJIANTOOTHNECKLACE.htm).
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Queen Victoria (1819-1901) had many pieces of jewellery using teeth as a material of value. When Princess 
Victoria (Queen Victoria’s first child) lost her first tooth, Prince Albert had the tooth made into a brooch for 
Queen Victoria. The tooth is “the blossom of a gold and enamel thistle, the symbolic wildflower of Scot-
land.”76 This brooch is the only piece with human teeth, however, Prince Albert was an avid deer hunter and 
often had jewellery made from deer teeth for his beloved Queen Victoria.77

76  Minnesotean, “Jewelry Made from Baby Teeth”, TYWKIWDBI: Things You Wouldn’t Know If We Didn’t Blog Inter 
 mittently, posted 30 May 2015, http://tywkiwdbi.blogspot.co.nz/2015/05/queen-victorias-baby-tooth-brooch.html   
 (accessed 02/07/17).
77  Rebecca English, “The Dental Crown Jewels: How Queen Victoria Wore her Daughter’s Tooth on a Brooch”, The Daily  
 Mail, posted 13 March 2010, http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-1257493/The-stag-tooth-necklace-Prince-Al  
 bert-gave-Queen-Victoria--blasting-animals-death.html (accessed 02/07/17).

Figure 10: Henry Morton Stanley’s Human Tooth Necklace (source: http://morbidanatomy.blogspot.com/2014/04/henry-morton-stan-
leys-human-tooth.html).

Figure 11: Queen Victoria’s brooch, made of gold and a baby’s tooth (source: http://tywkiwdbi.blogspot.com/2015/05/queen-victori-
as-baby-tooth-brooch.html).
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Flowers

While flowers may be simple beauties in our lives we invest much meaning in them. They have significance in 
our religious ceremonies, our weddings, are a way of showing thanks and love and also present in our funer-
als. They function as ways of celebrating and commemorating. Flowers also partly reflect our own life cycle, 
they start out as buds, blossoming, slowly dying and then falling to the earth and decaying which feeds the 
growth for more buds to form and so the cycle goes on. Flowers also embody beauty and in my work, they 
speak of the beauty of life amidst all of chaos and sorrow.

Flowers have always been significant in my life for showing my connections to loved ones. I remember grow-
ing up in my grandmother’s garden, surrounded by multitude of blooming flowers. I remember the impor-
tance of having her favourite flowers (purple Irises) on her casket. I have memories of my father bringing my 
mother flowers on anniversaries, birthdays, valentine days, as apologies and just because he wanted her to 
have them. I recall helping my mother in the garden of my childhood home, always curious about each flow-
er’s name. Sunflowers will always make me think of my mother because I placed one (from my own birthday 
bouquet) on her casket before she was cremated. The peony was my mother’s favourite hence my memorial 
tattoo for her passing.

Flowers played a significantly important role in my grieving process. I used my garden as a way of processing 
my trauma. I tore weeds from the dirt, tearing up the hard ground to lay down soft fresh earth, I planted 
flowers, tended to them and watched them grow, and then I watched them decay, feeding back into the 
earth, forever repeating the cycle but this time I was partly controlling it. 

Native flowers have always played a special part in my life. As a family, we always had joy from watching the 
Tui feed from the nectar of the Kowhai flowers. This was something my mother enjoyed, especially as her 
health deteriorated in her final months. My choosing native flowers for my work was done also because I find 
flowers a strong symbol of my culture as a New Zealander. I have lived here all of my life, New Zealand is 
all I know and I embraced the opportunity to show a part of my cultural identity in my work. There is great 
familiarity in the flowers I have chosen, most are tied to memories of my childhood of family trips away. I 
find these flowers give me a sense of stability, knowing and showing where I come from and offering a sense 
of security in this aspect of my identity. In the section below, I call attention to the flowers I replicate in my 
work.
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Kowhai: More specifically Sophora Microphylla

There have been eight species of Kowhai (scientific name, Sophora) identified as endemic to New Zealand. 
Sophora Microphylla is widespread throughout both the main islands of New Zealand. 

S. Microphylla forms a tree 
…about 10m tall, with a trunk up to 60cm in diameter, and with rough greyish-brown bark. The leaves are 
7.5 - 15 cm long with 20- 40 pairs of leaflets. The small size of these leaflets, up to 1cm long, distinguishes 
the species from other kowhai. The flowers are slightly smaller as well, and are coloured pale to golden 
yellow… S. Microphylla is distributed throughout New Zealand in lowland and lower montane forests, 
along rivers, forest edges and open places; it is also greatly cultivated.78

The Kowhai loses its leaves over winter and, in August and September; the flowers emerge from bare 
branches, signalling the arrival of spring. 

Kowhai flowers have five petals: an outer covering standard, two side petals or wings, and a concave keel 
of two fused petals in which the style and ten stamens lie. Nectar rich they are a major attraction for birds 
such as tuis, bellbirds and wax eyes, which along with bees, pollinate them. Once pollinated flowers quickly 
develop into brown pods, which are most distinctive with their winged edges.79 

This seed adaptation is vital for its dispersal by floating which accounts for its abundance on riversides. 

Kowhai was used by Māori as a valuable ingredient in herbal medicines. 

Infusions made with the bark were used to treat diseased skin, scabies, dandruff, gonorrhoea and various 
aches and pains. This infusion was a commonly used remedy for those bitten by seals, and it was said that 
it could heal bites in a matter of days. It was also commonly used to dress wounds, cuts, bruises, sprains, 
broken bones, swellings and rashes.80

In the garden of my childhood home we always had a Kowhai tree, it grew up alongside us. We used to 
watch the birds flitting around in it, the small birds sharing amongst a group, whereas the larger birds like the 
Tui wouldn’t share with anyone. In the last year of my mother’s life she would talk to me about the family of 
Tui that would always come to the Kowhai tree, such a simple thing as watching these birds allowed her to 
see the beauty of life even in times of despair. 

78  Tony Foster, Plant Heritage New Zealand, Te Whakapapa o nga Rakau: Interpreting the Special Features of Native Plants,  
 (Kaeo: Bushmans Friend, 2012), 96.
79  Alison Evans, New Zealand in Flower: An Illustrated Guide to Native Flowering Plants, (Auckland: Reed Methuen   
 Publishers, 1987), 63.
80  Robert Vennell, “Kowhai: Sophora spp.” The Meaning of Trees, posted 20 July 2013, https://meaningoftrees.com/2013/07/20/ 
 kowhai-sophora-spp/ (accessed 24/07/18).
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Figure 12: Antonia Boyle, Kowhai Flowers, photograph, 2018.
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Mount Cook Buttercup: Rannuculus Lyallii

The Mount Cook Buttercup is a striking flower that is endemic to New Zealand. Previously known as the 
Mount Cook Lily it was misidentified as belonging to the lily family when “first discovered by Dr David Lyall 
in the mid-1800s he collected only leaves so it wasn’t till a decade later that it was identified as a buttercup 
when Sir Julius von Haast and Dr Andrew Sinclair collected flowering specimens.”81

The Mount Cook Buttercup is the largest in the world, “growing up to one and a half metres tall, with circu-
lar, leathery leaves up to 400mm across, its white flowers grow up to 80mm wide.”82 Its delicate appearance 
is deceptive of its ability to survive in the harsh environment of the alpines, “the blooms literally bend in the 
usually extreme wind and rain, and do not break. With the onslaught of these spring storms and weather it 
simply seems to always produce the most delicate yet indestructible flowers.”83 It is found wild in the alpines 
from Marlborough to Stewart Island from 700m to 1500m in altitude. It is also propagated domestically for 
its striking and resilient flowers, and it can even be found in the garden at Larnach Castle in Dunedin.84 

I remember family summer holidays in Central Otago with day trips to Mount Cook. When walking along 
the mountain track we were always on the lookout for these magnificent plants. I remember looking in the 
grasses but I can’t remember if we ever found any. I am currently waiting for my preciously sown seeds to 
sprout so that I too can have my own piece of magic in my garden. 

81  “Mount Cook Buttercup” Department of Conservation, Te Papa Atawhai, https://www.doc.govt.nz/nature/native-plants/ 
 mount-cook-buttercup/ (accessed 13/08/2018).
82  Alison Evans, New Zealand in Flower: An Illustrated Guide to Native Flowering Plants, (Auckland: Reed Methuen Publishers,  
 1987), 114. 
83  Southern Light, “New Zealand’s most wellknown alpine plant, the Mount Cook lily (which is actually a buttercup)”  
 Southern Light, http://southernlight.co.nz/2016/11/24/new-zealands-most-well-known-alpine-plant-the-mount-cook-lily- 
 which-is-actually-a-buttercup/ (accessed 13/08/18).
84  Maggy Wassilieff, ‘Horticultural use of native plants - Specialist plants’, Te Ara - the Encyclopedia of New Zealand, http://www. 
 TeAra.govt.nz/en/photograph/10468/mt-cook-lily (accessed 13 August 2018).

Figure 13: Rannuculus Lyalli (Source: https://worldsenz.blogspot.com/2009/11/mount-cook-buttercup-2.html).
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Harakeke: Phormium Tenax

Harakeke is one of New Zealand’s oldest plant species and is unique to New Zealand, although it has now 
been transported to other countries. Harakeke, commonly known as flax, is a perennial tufted plant up to 
3m tall, with leaves 1-3m long and 5-12cm wide that are stiff in the base of the leaf that attaches to the 
plant85. 

Emerging from the leaf bases and overtopping the leaves are stout ( up to 30mm wide), branched, black 
stalks, which from November to January bear 700 of more handsome red-petalled, nectar rich flowers, 
each up to 50mm long. Chiefly pollinated by nectar feeders such as tui, bellbirds and silvereyes, by autumn 
the flowers have matured into three sided black capsules (each about 90mm long) containing numerous 
shiny black, flat oval seeds.86  

Although Harakeke is predominantly found in wetlands, it is highly adaptable and is found in a variety of habi-
tats, including dry areas87. 

It is very hardy and fast growing with wide environmental tolerances. It will grow in dry and wet conditions, 
withstand strong and coastal winds and are frost hardy. It is used for hedging or shelter and in mixed native 
planting. It is also a pioneer plant meaning it should be one of the species planted first in a restoration 
planting plan as it establishes quickly when planted and shelters other plants.88 

Harakeke is also commonly grown domestically, there is even one located in my parents’ garden. 

Harakeke is very versatile and the Māori have many uses for it to this day. 

It was their main fibre plant, put to a myriad of uses including clothing, footwear, mats, cordage, fish nets 
and traps, baskets and other containers, ornamentation (such as woven panels) and so on… The plant 
was widely cultivated and there were many rituals surrounding its planting, cultivation and harvesting. 
Phormium Tenax leaves produced a superior fibre that was made into quality cloaks and garments… The 
sap exuded from the base of a cut offshoot was applied to burns.89

Harakeke is also mentioned in historical literature about Māori Culture.  
“E kore a Taranaki e ngaro, he harakeke tongai nui no roto Waiweri. 
Taranaki shall not perish; it is like the self-sustaining flax of lake Waiweri. 
 Flax is hardy and the dead leaves that fall around its base nourish the flax plant.90

I grew up in a very European household, even in high school I did not get much of an education about Māori 
culture as I feel I should have. One of the things I do remember learning was during a flax weaving class. I 
remember the protocol around harvesting the flax and how the flax plant was tapu (sacred). I recall the 
importance of only taking leaves from the outer area of the flax plant as the more juvenile leaves must be 
left to prosper. I also remember being told not to take too much and to respect the plant by not taking more 
than was necessary.

85  Tony Foster, Plant Heritage New Zealand, Te Whakapapa o nga Rakau: Interpreting the Special Features of Native Plants, (Kaeo:  
 Bushmans Friend, 2012), 171.
86  Alison Evans, New Zealand in Flower: An Illustrated Guide to Native Flowering Plants, (Auckland: Reed Methuen Publishers,  
 1987), 90.
87  Alison Evans, New Zealand in Flower: An Illustrated Guide to Native Flowering Plants, (Auckland: Reed Methuen Publishers,  
 1987), 90.
88  “NZ Flax, Harakeke”, The Native Plant Centre: New Zealand Native Plant Specialists, http://www.nznativeplantsco.nz/Articles/ 
 Phormium+tenax.html ( accessed 13/08/18).
89  Tony Foster, Plant Heritage New Zealand, Te Whakapapa o nga Rakau: Interpreting the Special Features of Native Plants, (Kaeo:  
 Bushmans Friend, 2012), 172.
90  TD Gudgeon quoted from The History and Doings of the Maoris, 1885, in Tony Foster, Plant Heritage New Zealand, Te  
 Whakapapa o nga Rakau: Interpreting the Special Features of Native Plants, (Kaeo: Bushmans Friend Ltd, 2012), 172.
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Figure 14: Phormium Tenax (source: http://www.bushmansfriend.co.nz/phormium-tenax-flax-harakeke-xidc17787.html).
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Kaka Beak: Kowhai Ngutu-Kaka: Clianthus Puniceus

Kaka Beak is one of the rarest of the native New Zealand plants but while seldom found in the wild it can be 
found prospering in many domestic gardens. Named after the 

Keel shaped beak of the Kaka (bird), this soft wooded shrub with spreading branches grows up to 2m high 
(but can be found up to 5m in the wild). Its compound leaves, up to 15cm long, have up to 20 pairs of 
leaflets. Pendulous racemes hold up to 15 scarlet, pink or white flowers, each up to 8cm long, occurring 
form October to December.91 

The Kaka Beak’s flowers have 

one petal called the standard, reflexed and pointed away from the two side petals and the long curved 
keel that encloses the style and the stamens. Pea-like flowers indicate the kaka beak’s membership of the 
pea family of plants—a huge and varied assemblage of some 5500 species worldwide, including 50 New 
Zealand species such as the kowhai.92

Kaka Beak flowers produce flattened black pods that split to release many small seeds93. Traditionally the 
plant was 

grown in gardens, used as gifts or bartered away in trade and is still popular in gardens today as a result 
of its ‘lobster claw’ flowers and edible seeds. In the wild however, it’s a totally different story. The plant 
is being assaulted with extinction threats from all sides, burned by fire, starved by drought and eaten by 
animals. It grows in open exposed habitats such as cliff slopes, which are very unstable and become choked 
out with weed species.94 

91  Tony Foster, Plant Heritage New Zealand, Te Whakapapa o nga Rakau: Interpreting the Special Features of Native Plants, (Kaeo:  
 Bushmans Friend, 2012), 95.
92  Alison Evans, New Zealand in Flower: An Illustrated Guide to Native Flowering Plants, (Auckland: Reed Methuen Publishers,  
 1987), 44.
93  Penguin Pocket Guides, New Zealand’s Native Flowers of the Bush (Auckland New Zealand: Penguin Books, 1997), 26.
94  Robert Vennell, “Forgotten Flora” The Meaning of Trees, posted 04 May 2016, https://meaningoftrees.com/2016/05/04/for 
 gotten-flora/ (accessed 13/08/18).

Figure 15: Antonia Boyle, Kaka Beak, photograph, 2018.
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Mānuka: Leptospermum Scoparium

Mānuka is found throughout New Zealand, it is sometimes referred to as “Tea Tree”, a name given to the 
plant by Captain Cook as he used the leaves to make tea.95 Mānuka is a small tree growing in diverse habitats. 
The tree grows to a height of 

up to 4m tall with brown bark, which is shed in long strips…The small, narrow leaves, 12mm long by 4mm 
wide are rigid, usually sharply pointed and are hard to the touch. Flowers of white (usually), pink or red are 
normally solitary, and measure up to 12mm or more across. The woody capsules (containing the seeds), 
up to 10mm wide, stays long on the tree and often does not release the seed until the following year. The 
very light seed of manuka is produced in abundance and is wind dispersed.96

Mānuka is one of the oldest known native species in New Zealand, however, in the 20th Century it wasn’t so 
highly regarded as it is today as it was viewed as a noxious weed taking up large swathes of land. 

Farmers especially loathed the plant, viewing it as a costly nuisance that prevented them from developing 
areas of hill country…With greater research and understanding however, Mānuka has had almost a com-
plete reversal in its relationship with the New Zealand people. Because of its ability to cope with harsh 
environmental conditions, they are an ideal nursery crop providing shade and shelter to more sensitive 
natives.97

Māori had a very different relationship with the mānuka plant , finding uses for it in a wide range of ways

from food, to medicine, to war and all manner of tools and artefacts. Infusions made with the leaves were 
used to reduce fevers, and treat stomach and urinary problems. Gum produced from the tree was used as 
a moisturiser for burns, and to ease coughing. Decoctions from the bark were used as a sedative, a mouth-
wash, and to treat diarrhoea and fever. In fact, the relationship between Māori and Mānuka is even more 
significant when examining the historical distribution of the plant…Mānuka has a fire ecology; where its life 
cycle is adapted to the extreme conditions of forest fires. When the woody capsules that contain Mānuka 
seeds are exposed to intense heat and smoke they spring open, scattering their contents on the recently 
cleared ground…When Māori arrived in New Zealand, they cleared extensive areas of bush using fire.98 

These fires could be the very reason Mānuka is so widespread today. 

The wood of the Mānuka tree is also revered, particularly as it is hard and straight grained. Traditionally it was 
used to make tools such as spears, lances and even canoe paddles, and was commonly also used for larger 
structures like beds, canoes and houses.

Mānuka is still highly valued today, particularly the honey made from its nectar. 

Mānuka (Leptospermum scoparium) honey with high methylglyoxal content, commonly expressed as 
unique Mānuka factor (UMF®) content, has strong antibacterial and anti-fungal properties… The active 
ingredient methylglyoxal is produced by natural chemical transformation of dihydroxyacetone (DHA) pres-
ent in the nectar.99

95  “Mānuka”, Massey University, http://www.massey.ac.nz/massey/learning/colleges/college-of-sciences/clinics-and-services/ 
 weeds-database/manuka.cfm (accessed 13/08/18).
96  Tony Foster, Plant Heritage New Zealand, Te Whakapapa o nga Rakau: Interpreting the Special Features of Native Plants, (Kaeo:  
 Bushmans Friend Ltd, 2012), 128.
97  Robert Vennell, “Manuka – Leptospermum Scoparium”, The Meaning of Trees, posted 24 July 2013, https://meaningoftrees. 
 com/2013/07/24/manuka-leptospermum-scoparium/  (accessed 13/08/18).
98  Robert Vennell, “Manuka – Leptospermum Scoparium”, The Meaning of Trees, posted 24 July 2013, https://meaningoftrees. 
 com/2013/07/24/manuka-leptospermum-scoparium/  (accessed 13/08/18).
99  JP Milner et al., “Assessment of Manuka Provenances for Production of High ‘Unique Manuka Factor’ Honey”, Agronomy  
 New Zealand, 2013, Vol. 43,139 – 144.
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Figure 16: Manuka Flower (source: http://inetgardens.com/leptospermum-scoparium-pink-2.htm).
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Pohutukawa: Metrosideros Excelsa

Dubbed the New Zealand Christmas Tree, due to its flowering coinciding with Christmas, the Pohutukawa 
is an iconic flower of New Zealand. Long before European settlers gave it this name, the Pohutukawa has 
been a source of cultural inspiration and religious tradition for Māori. “Stories tell of a young warrior named 
Tāwhaki who attempted a perilous journey to locate the heavens and request their help in avenging the death 
of his father. His cause was lost and he fell to earth, his spilt blood now seen among the red blossoms of the 
Pōhutukawa.”100  

The Pohutukawa is a tree which grows up to 

20m, with a trunk of 60cm-2m in diameter with thick stringy, greyish bark. Typically it is multi-trunked from 
the base with stout, spreading branches. Often trees bear ‘brooms’ or beard-like masses of fine adventi-
tious roots hanging from lower branches. The shiny deep green leaves, 2.5-10cm long by 1.5-5cm wide 
are elliptic to oblong in shape, leathery and thick with a white downy surface on the underside of adult 
leaves. The flowers vary from bright to deep crimson. The fruit is a three-valved capsule full of fine seed.101

One tree has particular significance:

Located in Cape Reinga, the tree clings onto a rocky outcrop extending out into the ocean and is suppos-
edly around 800 years old. In Māori mythology, the site marks the place where spirits of the dead leave 
New Zealand on their journey to the ancestral homeland of Hawaiki. The spirits descend down the roots 
of the tree underneath the sea and into the underworld (Rēinga) to begin the voyage.102

Pohutukawa tend to grow well in all soils and is surprisingly hardy. However, this can be a frustrating trait 
as: “On the west coast of the south island the Department of Conservation lists Pōhutukawa as a medium 
priority weed due to its invasive nature and ability to displace other natives.”103

Māori had many medicinal uses for various parts of the plant. 

The nectar from the flowers was collected by Māori and used in the treatment of sore throats… 
Both Māori and Europeans used a decoction from the inner bark in the treatment of dys-
entery. Modern chemical analysis have validated this application – the bark being shown to con-
tain ellagic acid which is used in diahorrea and dysentery treatments for its astringent properties.104  

Pohutukawa wood was revered for its density and colour and was used by both Māori and Europeans for 
these properties and

the wood was used by Māori in a variety of different ways – as paddles, fern root beaters, mauls, hammers, 
clubs and weapons. It also served as a timber tree for Europeans, with a swirly grained, dark-red wood that 
is very dense. It was prized by colonists as a fine source of firewood producing a strong hot flame and was 
used extensively by European ship builders for its natural bends and immunity to sea worms.105

100  Robert Vennell, “Pohutukawa – Metrosideros Excelsa”, The Meaning of Trees, posted 18 June 2013, https://meaningoftrees. 
 com/2013/06/18/pohutukawa-metrosideros-excelsa/ (accessed 14/08/18).
101  Tony Foster, Plant Heritage New Zealand, Te Whakapapa o nga Rakau: Interpreting the Special Features of Native Plants, (Kaeo:  
 Bushmans Friend, 2012), 131.
102  Robert Vennell, “Pohutukawa – Metrosideros Excelsa”, The Meaning of Trees, posted 18 June 2013, https://meaningoftrees. 
 com/2013/06/18/pohutukawa-metrosideros-excelsa/ (accessed 14/08/18).
103  Robert Vennell, “Pohutukawa – Metrosideros Excelsa”, The Meaning of Trees, posted 18 June 2013, https://meaningoftrees. 

 com/2013/06/18/pohutukawa-metrosideros-excelsa/ (accessed 14/08/18).
104  Robert Vennell, “Pohutukawa – Metrosideros Excelsa”, The Meaning of Trees, posted 18 June 2013, https://meaningoftrees. 
 com/2013/06/18/pohutukawa-metrosideros-excelsa/ (accessed 14/08/18).
105  Robert Vennell, “Pohutukawa – Metrosideros Excelsa”, The Meaning of Trees, posted 18 June 2013, https://meaningoftrees. 
 com/2013/06/18/pohutukawa-metrosideros-excelsa/ (accessed 14/08/18).
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Figure 17: Pohutukawa Flower (source: http://www.newswire.co.nz/2008/12/pohuts-bloom/).
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Chatham Islands Forget-Me-Not: Myosotidium Hortensia

The Chatham Islands Forget-Me-Not is a stunning flower endemic to the Chatham Islands in New Zealand. 
Once common around the coasts of the Chatham Islands this beautiful plant’s survival is now threatened due 
to land development and livestock eating it. 

Myosotiduim Hortensia (Chatham Islands Forget-Me-Not) shares its common name with Myosotis, the other 
forget-me-nots of the Boraginaceae. 

Whereas Myosotis is species rich, Myosotidium comprises of just one, the Chatham Islands species, the 
two genera are not as close as once thought. Surprisingly recent DNA evidence has concluded that the 
closest living relative to Myosotiduim Hortensia is the species Omphalodes nitida found far away in the 
Mediterranean. The conclusion from this molecular work is that the ancestor of Myosotidium arrived on 
the Chathams through extreme long-distance dispersal, sometime between 3.6 and 22.6 million years 
ago.106 

The Chatham Islands Forget-Me-Not is often described as spectacular with the plant 

sometimes spanning more than a metre. The huge broad leaves, each 300mm or more wide, are 
predominantly veined and shiny, and are borne on stout fleshy stalks up to 500mm long. The flow-
ers are a fitting match for the foliage: clustered in dense pyramidal heads up to 150mm across, they 
feature numerous 15mm wide sky-blue florets, shading to deep purplish-blue at their bases…
Flowers develop into the characteristic 15mm wide, flat fruits, each surrounded by a wide wing.107 

The rarity and uniqueness of this plant makes it special to New Zealanders and in my eyes makes it an 
important plant to be replicated in my work.

106  Gordon Collier, “Chatham Island Forget-Me-Nots” New Zealand Garden Journal, Vol.17, 2014, 2-3.
107  Alison Evans, New Zealand in Flower: An Illustrated Guide to Native Flowering Plants, (Auckland: Reed Methuen Publishers,  
 1987), 15.

Figure 18: Antonia Boyle, Chatham Island’s Forget-Me-Not, photograph, 2018.
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Poroporo: Solanum Laciniatum 
 
Poroporo is commonly regarded as a weed and most people don’t realise it is a native plant to New Zealand. 
It is “Common in weedy areas and rough grassland… however it is also a plant of costal and lowland for-
ests.”108

Poroporo grows as a soft shrub up to 3 metres. 

The stems are green to purple-brown and often striped. The leaves are 10-40 cm long, usually deeply 
dissected with up to 7 pointed lobes, although some remain unlobed. The trumpet-shaped flowers are 
purple, in a long-stalked cluster, with each flower being 3-5 cm across with 5 notched petals. The conspic-
uous drooping sprays of berries are yellow to orange-yellow, succulent, egg-shaped and 10-18 mm across. 
The purple-blue 5 lobed dished shaped flowers are up to 50cm wide and are on stalks 5-40 mm long. The 
fruit is a yellow to orange egg-shaped, succulent berry. 14-22 mm x 12-18 mm. The seeds are a reddish 
brown are 2-2.5 mm long.109

Poroporo belongs to the nightshade family and has a reputation for being poisonous, and while this is partly 
true the plant has various uses. 

The green unripe berries are certainly poisonous and acrid. The fully ripe orange berries, however, are very 
pleasant to taste – early pakeha settlers often used them for jam-making…The leaves were pounded and 
pulped and used as a salve on itchy skin or to treat sores. Sometimes a strong infusion was made, by boiling 
up the young leaves and shoots, and the reddish-yellow liquid applied to irritated skin. It has a cooling ef-
fect. Some people say that an infusion of poroporo was taken by Maori women to prevent conception.110 

More recently poroporo has been grown commercially for a leaf alkaloid used in manufacturing sex hor-
mones and cortisones.111 

When I initially started working in the garden at my house my mother was still alive, she came over one day 
and I remember her telling me specifically about Poroporo and it being part of the deadly nightshade family. 
Every time I see its beautiful purple flowers I am reminded of this conversation. 

108  Penguin Pocket Guides, New Zealand’s Native Flowers of the Bush (Auckland New Zealand: Penguin Books, 1997), 46.
109  “Solanum Laciniatum (Poroporo)”, T.E.R.R.A.I.N : Taranaki Educational Resource Research Analysis and Information Network  
 http://www.terrain.net.nz/friends-of-te-henui-group/trees-native-botanical-names-r-to-z/poroporo.html (accessed 14/08/18).
110  Sue Scheele, “The Good Poison”, Forest & Bird, posted 1 April 2011, http://blog.forestandbird.org.nz/the-good-poison/ (ac 
 cessed 14/08/18).
111  Alison Evans, New Zealand in Flower: An Illustrated Guide to Native Flowering Plants, (Auckland: Reed Methuen Publishers,  
 1987), 62.

Figure 19: Antonia Boyle, Poroporo, photograph, 2018
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Taurepo/New Zealand Gloxinia: Rhabdothamnus Solandri 

The Taurepo/New Zealand Gloxinia is the only member of the gloxinia family native to New Zealand, making 
it truly one of a kind.112  The Taurepo’s

25mm long flowers are borne singly, nodding at the ends of slender stalks, and are made the more con-
spicuous by their attractive colour, which may vary from yellow through to orange etched with dark red 
veins. A slender branching shrub up to two metres tall, taurepo has grey-green, hairy leaves, which are 
easily recognised by their rounded teeth and dark main veins – the latter giving the leaves a rather mottled 
appearance.113 

“Fruiting occurs throughout the year and the seeds are a tiny dry capsule which develops a few weeks after 
the flower dies.  It is thought that in the past Rhabdothamnus Solandri needed the long beaks of stitchbirds 
and bellbirds for pollination.”114 

Taurepo is commonly found in coastal to lowland forests, streamside, steep bank and upland locations, 
throughout the North Island. It is locally common on some streamside banks below 450m on the Kaitake 
Ranges. The nearby Te Koru Pa Historic Reserve also features significant colonies on banks adjacent to the 
Oakura River and it is also found in similar habitats throughout Taranaki. The banks of the Waiwhakaiho 
River near Burgess Park and the Manganui River at Everett Park are further locations where it can be 
readily found.115

Its singularity of being New Zealand’s only native gloxinia is enough reason for me to choose it as one of the 
flowers I am drawing attention to. Its mysteriously striped flowers make them a truly beautiful addition to my 
project.

112  “Rhabdothamnus Solandri (Taurepo)”, T.E.R.R.A.I.N : Taranaki Educational Resource Research Analysis and Information Net 
 work http://www.terrain.net.nz/friends-of-te-henui-group/trees-native-botanical-names-r-to-z/rhabdothamnus-solandri-tau 
 repo.html (accessed 21/08/18).
113  Alison Evans, New Zealand in Flower: An Illustrated Guide to Native Flowering Plants, (Auckland: Reed Methuen Publishers,  
 1987), 60.
114  “Rhabdothamnus Solandri (Taurepo)”, T.E.R.R.A.I.N : Taranaki Educational Resource Research Analysis and Information Net 
 work http://www.terrain.net.nz/friends-of-te-henui-group/trees-native-botanical-names-r-to-z/rhabdothamnus-solandri-tau 
 repo.html (accessed 21/08/18).
115  “Rhabdothamnus Solandri (Taurepo)”, T.E.R.R.A.I.N : Taranaki Educational Resource Research Analysis and Information Net 
 work http://www.terrain.net.nz/friends-of-te-henui-group/trees-native-botanical-names-r-to-z/rhabdothamnus-solandri-tau 
 repo.html (accessed 21/08/18).

Figure 20: New Zealand Gloxinia (source: http://www.nzpcn.org.nz/flora_details.aspx?ID=791).
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Makomako/Wineberry: Aristotelia Serrata

Early European settlers aptly named this small tree ‘wineberry’ due to its berries being used to colour wine.116 
The plant itself is a small tree reaching up to 10m tall with a trunk of up to 30cm in diameter.  

The bark of young branchlets is reddish or pinkish, but older bark is greyish-brown. The leaves are broadly 
ovate, 5-12cm long, and have a long stalk. The leaf blade is broad and rose-coloured, and leaves are soft, 
brittle and easily torn…Wineberry’s rose-coloured flowers are produced in panicles, and the berry is 5mm 
broad by 4mm long and reddish-black, looking similar to a bunch of grapes. The seeds are angular, up to 8 
per berry. The berry can be eaten straight from the tree.117 

It flowers September to December with the berries ripening in January to February.118

Fast growing and “tolerant of most soils, wineberry is often seen colonising slips, road cuttings and other 
open areas.”119 

Wineberries are one of the native plants that are both edible and can be used medically. 

Māori children used to feast on the berries, which were also squeezed and strained to make a sweet drink. 
European settlers made jam and jellies and also produced a very good wine from the berries Infusions from 
the bark and leaves were used to treat a burn, boils, sore eyes and rheumatic pains.120 

Even the bark was used to produce a blue-black dye.121

116  Alison Evans, New Zealand in Flower: An Illustrated Guide to Native Flowering Plants, (Auckland: Reed Methuen Publishers,  
 1987), 40.
117  Tony Foster, Plant Heritage New Zealand, Te Whakapapa o nga Rakau: Interpreting the Special Features of Native Plants, (Kaeo: 
  Bushmans Friend, 2012), 90.
118  “Aristotelia Serrata (Wineberry, Makomako)”, T.E.R.R.A.I.N : Taranaki Educational Resource Research Analysis and Information  
 Network http://www.terrain.net.nz/friends-of-te-henui-group/table-1/wineberry-makomako.html (accessed 21/08/18).
119  Alison Evans, New Zealand in Flower: An Illustrated Guide to Native Flowering Plants, (Auckland: Reed Methuen Publishers,  
 1987), 40.
120  “Aristotelia Serrata (Wineberry, Makomako)”, T.E.R.R.A.I.N : Taranaki Educational Resource Research Analysis and Information  
 Network http://www.terrain.net.nz/friends-of-te-henui-group/table-1/wineberry-makomako.html (accessed 21/08/18).
121  Tony Foster, Plant Heritage New Zealand, Te Whakapapa o nga Rakau: Interpreting the Special Features of Native Plants, (Kaeo:  
 Bushmans Friend, 2012), 90.

Figure 21: Wineberry in flower (source: http://www.terrain.net.nz/friends-of-te-henui-group/table-1/wineberry-makomako.html).
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Raupeka/Easter Orchid: Earina Autumnalis

The Easter Orchid is a species of orchid endemic to New Zealand. It is often found in the bush by their 
sweet vanilla-like fragrance122. “The flowers of the Easter orchid are among the most richly fragrant in all of 
New Zealand Flora.”123 

The Easter orchid can flower between February to July (dependant on climate and altitude) hence its 
common name of “Easter” orchid as the flower often coincides with Easter. The flowers themselves 
are “borne in erect panicles of about 40 waxy, white blooms, each about 13mm in diameter and with a 
yellow-orange base to the lip and an orange centre to which pollen masses adhere until picked up by a 
pollinating insect.124

“Its stems are up to 80cm long. These are erect if short and droop down if long. Its roots are fibrous rhi-
zomes. The shiny dark green leaves are 4-12cm long and 5-8mm wide they are widest near the base, nar-
rowing towards the tip.”125

The Easter Orchid has a different way of growing compared to the other plants discussed in this project. “It 
generally occurs as an lithophyte (Lithophytes are a type of plant that grows in or on rocks. Lithophytes feed 
off moss, nutrients in rainwater and litter, not feeding off of the host tree).”126

The Easter Orchid can be found at Orokonui Ecosanctuary (Dunedin) among other Eco sanctuaries and 
gardens, and wild in the bush of New Zealand.

122  Penguin Pocket Guides, New Zealand’s Native Flowers of the Bush (Auckland New Zealand: Penguin Books, 1997), 44.
123  Alison Evans, New Zealand in Flower: An Illustrated Guide to Native Flowering Plants, (Auckland: Reed Methuen Publishers,  
 1987), 46.
124  Alison Evans, New Zealand in Flower: An Illustrated Guide to Native Flowering Plants, (Auckland: Reed Methuen Publishers,  
 1987), 46-47.
125  “Earina Autumnalis (Easter Orchid)”, T.E.R.R.A.I.N : Taranaki Educational Resource Research Analysis and Information Net 
 work http://www.terrain.net.nz/friends-of-te-henui-group/local-native-orchids/easter-orchid-earina-autumnalis.html  
 (accessed 21/08/18).
126   “Earina Autumnalis (Easter Orchid)”, T.E.R.R.A.I.N : Taranaki Educational Resource Research Analysis and Information Net 
 work http://www.terrain.net.nz/friends-of-te-henui-group/local-native-orchids/easter-orchid-earina-autumnalis.html  
 (accessed 21/08/18).

Figure 22: Phil Bendie, Earina Autumnalis (Easter Orchid)” (Source: http://www.terrain.net.nz/friends-of-te-henui-group/local-native-or-
chids/easter-orchid-earina-autumnalis.html).
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Houhere/ Lacebark: Haoheria Populnea

The genus Hoheria is endemic to New Zealand, and botanists have recognised between five and eight spe-
cies, all with some variation in leaf shape.127  The Hoheria Populnea is a very fast growing floriferous (bearing 
flowers) branched native shrub or small tree, growing to up to 11m in height and it is a colonising plant in 
open areas128. 

These shrubs have 

greyish-brown bark, slightly roughened. The thin leaves measure 5-12mm long by 6cm wide, mid to dark 
green above but often purplish beneath, with coarse teeth on the margins. Attractive white flowers up to 
3mm wide are produced singly or in clusters of 5 to 10 flowers in late summer to autumn. The five-winged 
compressed seeds are found inside dry fruit, 7mm wide. Seeds are wind dispersed and germinate readily.129 

The Houhere is found “naturally in lowland forests found in the north and west of North Island, Three Kings 
Is, Great Barrier Is, and on the Kermadec Is but is now planted in gardens and parks throughout New Zea-
land.”130 It is also found along riverbanks and forest edges.131

Its signifying name of Lacebark is due its inner bark which is comprised of lace-like fibres. These fibres were 
used historically for embroidery and bandages by Māori and Europeans alike.

I remember how my mother pointed out this exquisite flower to me during one of our walks before she 
became ill. 

127  Tony Foster, Plant Heritage New Zealand, Te Whakapapa o nga Rakau: Interpreting the Special Features of Native Plants, (Kaeo:  
 Bushmans Friend, 2012), 124.
128  “Hoheria Populnea (Lacebark, Houhere)”, T.E.R.R.A.I.N : Taranaki Educational Resource Research Analysis and Information  
 Network http://www.terrain.net.nz/friends-of-te-henui-group/trees-native-botanical-names-g-to-l/lacebark.html   
 (accessed 21/08/18).
129  Tony Foster, Plant Heritage New Zealand, Te Whakapapa o nga Rakau: Interpreting the Special Features of Native Plants, (Kaeo:  
 Bushmans Friend, 2012), 124.
130  “Hoheria populnea (Lacebark, Houhere)”, T.E.R.R.A.I.N : Taranaki Educational Resource Research Analysis and Information  
 Network http://www.terrain.net.nz/friends-of-te-henui-group/trees-native-botanical-names-g-to-l/lacebark.html   
 (accessed 21/08/18).
131  Tony Foster, Plant Heritage New Zealand, Te Whakapapa o nga Rakau: Interpreting the Special Features of Native Plants, (Kaeo:  
 Bushmans Friend, 2012), 124.

Figure 23: Phil Bendie, Hoheria Populnea (Lacebark, Houhere)” (source: http://www.terrain.net.nz/friends-of-te-henui-group/trees-na-
tive-botanical-names-g-to-l/lacebark.html).
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Materials and Processes 

“A person who has a strong bodily-kinesthetic intelligence tuned to fine motor skills and good spatial intel-
ligence, will feel comfortable working with her hands. The student discovers that the work – the physical 
labour – conforms to a pre-existing complex of latent abilities, and her innate mix of intelligences finally finds 
a means of expression.” 132    

This master’s project has gone through many different iterations before the one seen in my final exhibition. 
Each stage developed slightly differently from the one before, the final project becoming informed by all past 
experimentation.

Initially, I started my project by exploring the mask and ideas about how we disguise ourselves, construct-
ing our identity through makeup and asking how jewellery can perform as a façade. I was interested in our 
skin and how we use our appearance to show others an ideal version of ourselves. I’ve for some time been 
intrigued with the truth of the physical body compared to the exterior we show on our skin. I have always 
drawn the conclusion that the physical functions of our body hold a raw truth that our appearance does not 
always conform to. I started to research the human idea of beauty and beauty across different cultures and 
civilisations. 

Human beauty is, in fact, an expression of this inventive and aesthetic nature, a celebration of our human-
ness, a reflection of our inner spirit, which transcends all thinking and analysis – a biological imperative 
sculpted into our soul by some seemingly godlike life force, about which we can do little except accept its 
reality and validity.133

I began to look at beauty masks, those masks full of nutrients for our skin, designed to beautify our faces. 
I began embellishing these masks. Initially I started stitching seeds into the mask, distorting the texture and 
purpose. I also experimented with applying makeup to my own face and then placed a mask on top followed 
by more makeup, seeing how excessively I could mask my own face. I attempted to grow grass seeds on 
one of these masks, seeing if I could essentially grow a new face. All of these masks I made were out of soft 
textile-like material, but for some reason this material didn’t inspire me and so I looked for something new to 
explore.

132  Bruce Metcalf “The Hand: At the Heart of Craft,” Bruce Metcalf Writings, http://www.brucemetcalf.com/pages/essays/ 
 the_hand.html  (accessed 18/09 2016). 
133  Julian Robinson, The Quest for Human Beauty: An Illustrated History (New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 1998), 31.

Figure 24: Antonia Boyle, experimentation with beauty mask and seeds, 2016.
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Figure 25: Antonia Boyle, Wooden Toothbrushes, 2016.

Figure 26: Antonia Boyle, Bone Carved Toothbrushes, 2016.

I had to come back to the core reasons for why I am a maker, why I have to make with my hands and to the 
satisfaction it gives me, to what inspired me to make jewellery in the first place (my need to express elements 
of life that are not always visible, making the invisible visible).
Following on from the masks and beauty, I began to consider other bathroom products, specifically dispos-
able products that encounter bodily waste. For a short time, I played with the motifs of the toothbrush, the 
cotton bud and the tampon. I began to consider the different materials I could make these items out of, plas-
tic, resin, wax, glass, metal, rubber, textiles… the possibilities were endless. I had the idea that these materials 
or the shape of the item would somehow subvert these utilitarian objects, bringing interest in the everyday 
objects and conversations about the practicalities of the actual jobs these products do. However, I ultimately 
then settled on the toothbrush as my chosen motif as exploring all three made the project too broad for my 
liking.

I considered the original materials used to make toothbrushes historically. Wood was used for chew sticks, 
and bone and hair for the first actual toothbrush. I find working with my hands very satisfying, I am drawn to 
make ‘something out of nothing’. I began carving toothbrushes, however, this time I began with wood. I also 
began experimenting with bone. I wanted to make a solid bone toothbrush with hair for bristles. I carved 
miniature toothbrushes, smaller than a toothpick. I wanted to see how the form would change as it became 
miniaturised. I made two of these bone toothbrushes.
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Figure 28: Antonia Boyle, Dental Floss Woven Around Tooth-
brush, 2016.

Figure 29: Antonia Boyle, Dental Floss Weaving in Progress, 2016.

Figure 27: Antonia Boyle, Bristle Brush, 2016.

I experimented with used toothbrushes, and started plucking the bristles from them. Once I started plucking 
the bristles the toothbrushes began developing what looked like hairstyles with their own personalities. I used 
the plucked bristles to make their own toothbrush from, a toothbrush made from bristles, a loosely formed 
object.

I also experimented with dental floss, as it is also a vital aspect of dental hygiene. I began weaving the dental 
floss, trying to change its form into a type of fabric I could then wrap around the toothbrushes. I wanted 
to heat-set this woven dental floss around a toothbrush, once the toothbrush was removed the dental floss 
would hopefully hold its form.
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Figure 30: Antonia Boyle, hair in resin block with toothbrush form cut out, 2016.

Figure 31: Antonia Boyle, Resin Hair Toothbrush, 2016.

I then bundled a group of toothbrushes together, melting them together into a multi-headed toothbrush. I 
also carved an oversized toothbrush from a piece of Perspex rod. This toothbrush is around one metre long. 
It was made with the idea of brushing someone else’s teeth and the oddness that this scenario would create.

I have always wanted to use human hair in my work but it wasn’t until this project that I found an appro-
priate use for the hair, due to the fact that the original toothbrush had hog hair bristles. I made a block of 
resin with my own hair suspended inside it. There was something beautiful about this block of resin, the hair 
looked as if it were floating inside water, the characteristic wet look of things that become embedded in resin. 
I proceeded to cut a toothbrush out of the resin block.
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Figure 32: Antonia Boyle, Human Hair and Beef Bone Toothbrush, 2016.

I experimented with human hair bristles by taking a small piece of bone and drilling holes into it. I then 
threaded the hair through the bone making a very small brush-like form. My choice of materials such as hair 
and bone in these brush experiments were not just due to their historical use in toothbrushes. I was particu-
larly interested in the bodily aspect of these materials, they are very easy to link to the body and bring about 
an awareness of decay and thus of mortality. 
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Figure 33: Antonia Boyle, Assortment of Teeth Cast in Sterling Silver, 2016.

Figure 34: Antonia Boyle, Exploration with Small Linear Roots, cast sterling silver, cast Britannia, wax, polymer clay, paint and teeth, 2017.

At this stage I thought it would be valuable to explore teeth, after all they are the very reason for the tooth-
brush’s existence. I decided a way to make people more accepting of their removed teeth was to cast them 
in sterling silver. This way the material preciousness and the fact that it isn’t the actual tooth override the 
repulsion of the form. I began delft-casting teeth that people had donated to me for my project. Delft-cast-
ing is a process where one uses delft clay to make an impression of an object, in my case a tooth, and pour 
molten metal into the negative space left in the clay to end up with a metal version of the object/tooth while 
still having the original object. The way I wanted to use teeth in my work is as a symbol for our growth and 
development through life.

I wanted to somehow create the illusion that these removed, dead teeth could be brought back to life, as it 
was once a living thing. I drew on the idea of roots as both teeth and plants have roots, and in plants they are 
crucial to how the plant grows and finds nutrients.  I decided to treat the tooth like a plant and to recreate its 
own root system of growth based on plant root systems.  

Initially I worked on a small scale, making the roots to fit the size of the tooth. These jellyfish like structures 
appeared as if they had aquatic tentacles instead of roots. After looking into growth systems and discover-
ing the rhizome I decided to make my own rhizomatic root systems around the teeth, with no end and no 
beginning. I experimented with casting and plating these structures to come back to materials I enjoy working 
with and also to bring a sense of preciousness to the teeth. These pieces were intended to be worn as small 
brooches.
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Figure 35: Antonia Boyle, Initial Exploration of Root Structures, wax, adult tooth, 30cm x 15 cm, 2017.

Figure 36: Antonia Boyle, Rhizomatic Root Structure, polymorph plastic, adult tooth, 2018.

Something about the small scale wasn’t satisfying me and I felt that these pieces were not communicating 
how I wanted them to. I decided to go BIG. Initially I worked in wax. But with this increase in size came a 
change in material and this is where I discovered polymer plastic. I used this polymer plastic to create three- 
dimensional root systems around the tooth, playing with scale and growth. These pieces were intended to 
be worn on the body and were made to look as if they were both growing in-to and out-of the body at the 
same time, whilst putting the dead decayed body (being the tooth) back on the living body (the person).
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Figure 37: Antonia Boyle, Kowhai Piece, polymorph plastic, polymer clay, human tooth, steel, 2018.

While this idea was growing and the larger rhizomatic root systems were more successful, there was an 
element missing. While the rhizomatic roots showed the idea of growth there was no life to the pieces. To 
talk about the life cycle and only focus on the decaying body (teeth) feeding the growth of roots was a mis-
representation of the idea of the life cycle. There must be both life and death, and life was missing. This was 
a reflection of what was happening in my own life, focusing on the death of my mother and not really living, 
merely existing. 

I came back to the plant, because I decided to adopt the form of plant roots into my work, and the flowering 
plant is the epitome of life. Flowers are a perfect example of the life cycle that we can apply to our own life 
cycle, the same growth and decay occurs despite the rate being different. I decided that flowers would be a 
fitting addition to these pieces and would allow them to be seen as representative of the life cycle. I began 
with one flower, the Kowhai, and began to hand sculpt intricate flowers out of polymer clay. I formed leaf 
fronds out of polymorph plastic and then attached the flowers and leaf fronds to the roots, to appear as if 
they were growing out from the wearer. 

I discovered methods of colouring the polymorph plastic and found great success in hand-making the natural 
forms of the flowers and leaves I have chosen for this project. I have found I can make a believable replica of 
the plants I have chosen out of this plastic.

As the pieces have developed I have decided to make the plants extend off the body, reaching away from 
the body and thus further extending their growth. With the pieces extending from the body they became 
eye-catching and brought an awareness of the space the wearer occupies. It also changed the posture of 
the wearer as the pieces give one a larger presence as they make one stand up straighter, while being more 
visible means often working against one’s psyche need to disappear into the crowd. This is potentially a way 
of allowing other people going through forms of trauma to experience what it is like to have come out the 
other side of post-traumatic shock.
Processes allow the maker to either remove or enhance their touch and presence in the work. The more 
hands-on the process is, the more the materials hold the artist’s touch and signal their presence in the work. 
The processes I am using in my work are labour intensive hand-working processes. This means that my touch 
is present in the work. 
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By hand-making the root systems and flowers they come out slightly differently every time, it’s an organic 
way of creating. Each individual root has a different thickness and shape, creating a random root system every 
time. By hand-making the flowers they too come out differently every time. I replicate the flowers from imag-
es but as they are solely made by my own hands they do have individualised features. 
The processes I use help me to connect to my project and help me to say what I want to through the form-
ing of the jewellery. If I had not been so inclined to rely on hand-making process the outcome would be very 
different. The forms would be more uniform and controlled, there would not be a naturalness to the work 
as there is with the handmade. The processes of variability and hand-making every individual form means that 
the unique forms of the teeth themselves speak to the project. I could have used plastic dental teeth mod-
els if I wanted uniformity. However, the uniqueness of each tooth lends itself so much better to reflect the 
individual experience that is life. 

The materials used in this project form the basis for what the work has evolved into. The teeth I have for 
this project, both mine and others donated to me, all evoke have different emotions. Baby teeth are a mere 
shell of a whole tooth, and the miniature size of them makes them instantly distinguishable from other teeth, 
reminding people of a sense of fondness for their own childhood when remembering the novelty of a wiggly 
tooth. 

Wisdom teeth with their whole roots, sometimes cut to pieces, are often given to me uncleaned, still stained 
with blood from the extraction. Wisdom teeth are saturated in uncomfortableness, tainted with memories 
of pain and fear. Adult teeth are imbued with grief and pain. All these different stages of teeth bring different 
memories with them. As teeth are a bodily material they bring the experience of abjection to the project. 

Teeth are a literal part of someone. While the teeth in my project may not necessarily be a part of the view-
er, they are something that can be connected with by everyone. Every person has a body and at some stage 
they will have had teeth and lost teeth and therefore will be able to connect with my work due to the use of 
teeth as a material. 

Making flowers out of plastic to combine with the teeth is not something I thought I would be doing, it seems 
somewhat backwards with the increasing concern about our global plastic consumption. However, polymer 
plastic is different.

Polymer plastic, known by several names (thermo plastic, friendly plastic etc.) is a commercial grade thermo-
plastic that softens in heat (62-65oC). Polymer plastic is non-toxic and bio-degradeable.134 It comes in the 
form of pellets, similar looking to rice, which one can then place in hot water, or using a hair dryer, to melt 
together. Once the pellets hit the right temperature they become translucent and stick together to form 
a mass. This mass can then be shaped and sculpted, and as it cools it becomes hardened but retains some 
flexibility. Polymer plastic can also be cold-worked as well by filing, sanding, drilling or one can re-heat it and 
re-form one’s object. Thermoplastic has the unique property of being able to be reused again and again, 
making it a cost effective and eco-friendly material to work with as there is virtually no waste. 

134  Surplustronics, “Polymorph Pellets - Simple Plastic - InstaMorph- Friendly Plastic”,   Sound Division Surplustronics,  https:// 
 surplustronics.co.nz/products/5910-polymorph-pellets-simple-plastic-instamorph-friendly-plastic- (accessed 18/09/18).
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Community of Practice
 
Lucie Majerus

My project isn’t the first one to use wisdom teeth for jewellery. Dutch designer Lucie Majerus’s collection 
titled Human Ivory proposes to use our own teeth instead of elephant ivory. 

Human Ivory proposes an egalitarian jewellery collection, where the body is being adorned by its own 
gem, polished from recognizable teeth into an abstract but familiar pearl shape. By the careful transforma-
tion of smoothening of the tooth, a possible disgust association of a human tooth evolves into attraction 
and beauty.”135 

Her project works in opposition to materialistic values and acts metaphorically to help us consider how to 
value ourselves, but also has a conservational effort in its suggestion of finding alternatives to elephant ivory. 
She suggests that you can create a collection of your own pearls as you grow older and lose more teeth. 
Majerus suggests that: “By wearing your own material it fuels food for thought about personal and material 
values.”136 

I am interested in the way Majerus uses the teeth to speak about attraction and the value of materials. How-
ever, my use of teeth in their unchanged appearance probably shows stronger ties with the body. I see the 
beauty in each tooth as they are so individually shaped, even teeth from the same person in the same area of 
the mouth can be vastly different. Whilst I am attracted to the notion of teeth being a valuable material, I do 
not agree that the form of the tooth has to be changed to communicate this.

135  Lucie Majerus, “Human Ivory” Lucie Majerus, http://majeruslucie.eu/H-U-M-A-N-I-V-O-R-Y (accessed 28/02/17).
136  Lucie Majerus, “Human Ivory” Lucie Majerus, http://majeruslucie.eu/H-U-M-A-N-I-V-O-R-Y (accessed 28/02/17).

Figure 38: Lucie Majerus, Human Ivory, 2016, human teeth, Sterling silver (source: https://majeruslucie.eu/H-U-M-A-N-I-V-O-R-Y).
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Figure 39: Lucie Majerus, Human Ivory Cufflink , human teeth, Ster-
ling silver, 2016 (source: https://majeruslucie.eu/H-U-M-A-N-I-V-

O-R-Y).

Figure 40: Lucie Majerus, Human Ivory Earring, human teeth, Sterling 
silver, 2016 (source: https://majeruslucie.eu/H-U-M-A-N-I-V-O-

R-Y).
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Figure 41: Otto Kunzli, Chain, 1985/86, second hand wedding rings, length 85cm. (source:https://i.pinimg.com/originals/a9/b2/63/a9b-
26340d2edd6abe3e2af0895d13b78.jpg).

Otto Künzli 

Otto Künzli’s Chain also works with loaded materials. Chain (1985-86) is a chain made of wedding rings that 
Künzli bought off the public for the price of the gold. 

Otto Künzli’s chain links individual stories and shapes them into a new history that itself forms a ring…Thus 
these tiny, emotionally charged objects in all their variations have been joined to produce a necklace of 
great formal beauty, of primal simplicity and power, almost an archetypal necklace. However, with growing 
awareness of what he is confronted with, the viewer’s initial fascination wanes into distance, rejection and 
even repulsion so that the chain becomes literally unbearable… This “ring-lace” of enchained destinies 
evokes passion, love, death, compliance, decision, testimony – and it always speaks of a separation that 
went before, be it death, be it through spiritual or physical removal.137

How Chain invokes emotions appeal to me as I wish for my jewellery to have the same kind of reaction in 
the viewer. Using real human teeth in my work suggests loss and pain, as we have all lost teeth in our lives 
and some of these occasions are particularly painful experiences. Teeth are an emotionally charged material 
and lend themselves to evoking a human experience.

137  Helmut Friedel, “Otto Künzli: Chain, 1985/86”, trans. Catherine Schelbert, Parkett 12 (1987), 150-151.
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Naomi Filmer

Naomi Filmer is a contemporary jewellery designer that explores the body. She describes her work as being 
“‘wearable objects about the body’ rather than jewellery.”138 With her designs, she investigates the boundaries 
of the human body, and she explores the mouth as a space for jewellery in a way which I have not seen done 
before. For her work titled Breathing Space she uses the body as a catalyst for the shapes of the objects.139

Her work with jewellery expresses her interest in the material relationships with the body: 

What is precious about jewellery and a dialogue of what is more important, the object you wear? Or the 
flesh that wears the object? What interests me about objects in relation to the body is the sensation of 
the objects, either in relation to the material sensation or also the physical sensation according to how you 
wear the object or the object wears you, how the object moves your posture or dictates the way you 
hold something. I think that’s much more interesting than the idea of adornment as an isolated issue. It’s 
about looking at ourselves.140

Filmer’s work explores the mouth as a site for jewellery in a few instances. First of all, the Mouth Bar (1996), 
in which a silver pin is situated in the mouth, making the wearer hold their mouth open, exposes the interior 
of the body. She also uses lights inside the mouth in Mouth Light (1996) to illuminate this mysterious space. 
The light shines out from within the mouth, creating and an alien-like effect.

I am interested in the experiences that wearing my jewellery evokes. I am suggesting that the root systems 
are attached to an absent body and that the plant grows out and away from this absent body: absence and 
presence, death and life. 

The physical sensation of wearing my pieces means wearers are more aware of their bodily presence as the 
piece changes the form of the space they occupy. Entering spaces that normally aren’t used for jewellery 
gives the wearer an experience that is probably new to their experience of the wearing of jewellery or the 
suggested wearing of jewellery. 

138  Show Studio, “Naomi Filmer – Jeweller” Show Studio Contributors, http://showstudio.com/contributor/naomi_filmer  
 (accessed 22/02/17).
139  Museum Boijmans Van Beuningen, “Jewellery Designer Naomi Filmer makes Breathing Visible” https://www.youtube.com/ 
 watch?v=z7M-7k2vJjI  (accessed 22/02/17).
140  Museum Boijmans Van Beuningen, “Jewellery Designer Naomi Filmer makes Breathing Visible” https://www.youtube.com/ 
 watch?v=z7M-7k2vJjI  (accessed 22/02/17).
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Figure 42: Naomi Filmer, Mouth Bar, 1995 (source: http://wendyhelps-
madesignermaker.blogspot.com/2010/05/naomi-filmer-edible-expres-

sions-ice.html).

Figure 43: Naomi Filmer, Ball Lenses, 2007, glass, made for exhibition “Out 
of the Ordinary: Spectacular Craft” (source: http://workflow.arts.ac.uk/view/

view.php?id=65479&offset=170.)

Figure 44: Naomi Filmer, Ball Lenses, 2007, glass, made for exhibition “Out of the Ordinary: Spectacular Craft” (Source: https://www.
arts.ac.uk/colleges/central-saint-martins/people/naomi-filmer2).
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Figure 45: Pierre Degen, Square Frame, wood, string, paper, 
135 × 135 cm, 1982 (source:https://www.arnoldsche.com/out/
media/flippdf/349-4_OnJewellery_engl/files/assets/seo/page15.

html).

Figure 46: Marjorie Schick, A Plane of Sticks, painted wood, riveted 
and paint 68.58 × 91.44 × 15.24 cm, 1986 (Source:https://www.
arnoldsche.com/out/media/flippdf/349-4_OnJewellery_engl/files/

assets/seo/page15.html).

Pierre Degen and Majorie Schick

Naomi Filmer’s works relate to those by Pierre Degen and Majorie Schick. Degen “conceived jewellery as a 
personal environment, a construction you step into before you can take it with you to wear.”141 As seen in his 
wearable object Square Frame, his pieces were “three-dimensional reflections about wearability that were at 
most suited for demonstration but that one would never actually wear. On the other hand, Majorie Shick’s 
pieces were emphatically jewellery; namely an aesthetic object meant to be worn, no matter how difficult 
that might be.”142 Whilst Degen worked with the notion that everything is wearable, Schick concentrated on 
the sculptural form that she wanted to make wearable. Similarly to my own work “she feels that it is im-
portant to wear her pieces, that there is physical contact and interaction, that a person should think about 
wearing them and when they would wear them. Schick says
‘Obviously, it makes you consider how you move in space – how others see you’.”143 I too, wish for my work 
to be engaged with and be worn as I consider that the ways in which it extends off the body, changes the 
space one occupies and how one present one’s presence in the world.

141  Lisbeth Den Besten, “VI. The Body”, in ON Jewellery: A Compendium of International Contemporary Art Jewellery (Struttgart:  
 Arnoldsche Art Publishers, 2012), 131.
142  Lisbeth Den Besten, “VI. The Body”, in ON Jewellery: A Compendium of International Contemporary Art Jewellery (Struttgart:  
 Arnoldsche Art Publishers, 2012), 132.
143  Lisbeth Den Besten, “VI. The Body”, in ON Jewellery: A Compendium of International Contemporary Art Jewellery   
 (Struttgart: Arnoldsche Art Publishers, 2012), 131.
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Figure 47: Christoph Zellweger, Foreign Bodies, stainless 
steel, leather, 2009 (source: https://www.christophzell-

weger.com/arc/for).

Figure 48: Christoph Zellweger, Foreign Bodies, stainless 
steel, 2009 (source: https://www.christophzellweger.com/

arc/for).

Christoph Zellweger

Christoph Zellweger is a contemporary jeweller who explores the human body through his jewellery. He 
writes: “My practice tries to generate a debate on the new direction of social rituals, the relationship between 
design and science, and the issues that arise when aesthetics meets ethics. My engagement with the artificial, 
the constructed world of objects, bodies and identities also implies taking a critical stance to reflect on that 
essential human activity of ‘making’, of designing the world.”144 

Zellweger’s works that are of interest to me are the collections where he works with human implants, such 
as hip replacements. “He asks us to confront the problematic juxtapositions of the base and the sublime, the 
lies and the truths in advertising and daily experience, but also the importance of rituals, that delineate the 
human condition.”145 He cleverly exposes the ambiguities of our behaviour and values as a society through 
the ambiguous materials and imagery in his works. “A piece of jewellery behaves in relation to the human 
body like a prosthetic joint behaves in relation to the skeletal structure – it is the prosthesis-like function 
of jewellery which especially engages Zellweger.”146 His collection of works titled Foreign Bodies (2002) is 
inspired by implants made for the internal body. Zellweger made his own prosthetics from medical grade 
steel and displayed them in a cabinet with real prosthetics. Wearing a piece from this collection subverts the 
borders between the interior and the exterior of the body, “feelings of wonder and estrangement merge as 
the body becomes transparent and opposites fuse into one aesthetic experience.”147 

The idea of jewellery as a prosthesis appeals to me. It makes me think of the role of jewellery as more than 
just adornment but rather being crucial in helping a person to function in life. My works for my master’s 
project portraying growth hopefully have the ability to act in such a way. Once worn, they should change the 
space the wearer occupies and make them stand tall, feeling more empowered than before, as if they them-
selves have ‘grown’.

144  Christoph Zellweger, “Staff Profiles”, Seffield Hallam University, https://www.shu.ac.uk/about-us/our-people/staff-profiles/
chris  toph-zellweger (accessed 14/03/2017).
145  Zellweger, Christoph., Monica Gaspar and Martina Margetts, Foreign Bodies (Barcelona : Actar-D, 2007), 14.
146   Zellweger, Christoph., Monica Gaspar and Martina Margetts, Foreign Bodies (Barcelona: Actar-D, 2007), 42.
147  Zellweger, Christoph., Monica Gaspar and Martina Margetts, Foreign Bodies (Barcelona: Actar-D, 2007), 94.
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Figure 49: Biojewellery, lab grown human bone, 2006 (source: https://www.nanosupermarket.org/biojewelry).

Biojewellery

Biojewellery is a collaborative project that involves the use of wisdom teeth and rings. This collaboration 
across multiple disciplines involve creating rings made from bone tissue. Engaging with advancing scientific 
research of bioactive implants, the project encouraged couples to apply to have rings made for each oth-
er from the other person’s genetic material. A team of designers at the Royal College of Art and scientific 
researchers at King’s College London worked together to create the rings. Using chips of bone, extracted 
during the removal of wisdom teeth, bone tissue was cultured in a laboratory. This tissue was then com-
bined with precious metal to create the rings. The result: each person wears the body of their lover on their 
hand.148 

Part of the project was aimed to engage the public in current scientific and technological advancements. By 
bringing to attention the fact that we can harvest bone tissue and then grow it and multiply it in a laboratory 
and then wear it as a ring brings this complex technology into the everyday.149 By using rings the collaborators 
humanise science. Rings also bring their own meaning to the project as wedding rings are a symbol, a way of 
saying ‘I belong to you’. Because these rings contain the DNA of their lover, a literal piece of them, they are 
truly giving themselves to the other person in a very physical representation of an emotional bond. They are 
almost like a prosthesis for expressing one’s love. 

This project resonates with my work in terms of a ‘curated growth’. There are also elements of making the 
unseen seen: Biojewellery makes one’s love for a partner seen and visible. I am also working with relationships 
but more so in terms of how one grows after a loss of a loved one and the trauma of that experience. 

148  Thompson, Ian., Nikki Stott, Tobie Kerridge, eds, Biojewellery: Designing Rings with Bioengineered Bone Tissue (London: Oral  
 and Maxillofacial Surgery, Kings College, 2006), 8.
149  Thompson, Ian., Nikki Stott, Tobie Kerridge, eds, Biojewellery: Designing Rings with Bioengineered Bone Tissue (London: Oral  
 and Maxillofacial Surgery, Kings College, 2006), 10.
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Figure 50: Hanna Hedman, Enough Tears to Cry For Two, 2008 
(source: http://www.hannahedman.com/#/enough-tears-to-

cry-for-two-2008/).

Figure 51: Hanna Hedman, Enough Tears to Cry For Two, 
2008, (source: http://www.hannahedman.com/#/enough-

tears-to-cry-for-two-2008/).

Hanna Hedman

Hanna Hedman is a world-renowned jeweller. Born in 1980, she studied for a Bachelor of Arts at Konstfack 
in Stockholm Sweden and then moving on to study for  a Bachelor of Fine Arts at the Dunedin School of Art 
and finally achieving a Master of Fine Arts back in Konstfack. She now lives and works from her hometown of 
Stockholm, Sweden. Hedman’s practice is described as “a dialogue between past, present and parallel worlds. 
Rather more like pieces of armour than accessories, Hedman’s jewellery occupies the dark space between 
the literal and the figurative, offering the wearer an entrance into an alternate universe.”150

Hanna enters a dreamlike state when she crafts her pieces, getting into a frame of thought in which she 
is barely conscious of her next step. She operates according to instinct not plan and has a haptic under-
standing of matter and form. Hanna’s pieces are deftly fashioned tangles of texture and forms that sit on 
the body like parasites or familiars…Above all, however they are a product of time.”151

Hedman incorporates elaborate techniques and intricate craftwork and countless hours of work into her 
jewellery, thus inspiring a sense of energy and power.152 I am intrigued by the way her pieces adorn the body 
like a sort of exoskeleton protecting the wearer. The pieces themselves seem influenced by aquatic creatures 
and natural organisms, I see many elements referencing ecological life in these works. There are references to 
scales, flowers, root systems and many other natural organisms. I am inspired by the way her pieces seem to 
fit perfectly for the body as if made by nature yet at the same time they seem to be growing out of the body, 
like a living breathing piece of jewellery adapting to its surroundings. The way Hanna Hedman approaches 
jewellery has continued to intrigue me since I became aware of her work in early 2013. Her jewellery seems 
natural to the body as if they have always existed together, growing together. Yet her approach to the body 
as a space for art jewellery challenges the way we are accustomed to experiencing the world in our bodies 
as seen in Enough Tears to Cry for Two ( 2008). 

150  Hanna Hedman, “Hanna Hedman”, http://www.hannahedman.com/hannahedman/ (accessed 19/06/2017).
151  Emily King, “Two step: A Study of Intertwined Imaginations”, in Murmuring: Hanna Hedman and Sanna Lindberg (Bielefeld:  
 Kerber Verlag, 2016), 97-99.
152  Hanna Hedman, “Hanna Hedman”, http://www.hannahedman.com/hannahedman/ (accessed 19/06/2017).
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Figure 52: Dalya Luttwak, Roots of Winter Wheat, steel, 2013 (source: http://www.dalyaluttwak.com/#/roots-of-winter-wheat-1/).

Dalya Luttwak

Dalya Luttwak was born and studied in Jerusalem, she now lives in America. On her website she states:

Since 2007, I have been working on a series of large-scale metal sculptures that symbolically represent the 
root systems of various plants. My sculptures are site-specific or site-responsive; at times, I work from the 
roots themselves, which I dig out of the earth; other times, I photograph, copy, or draw roots as the basis 
for my work. I try to uncover the hidden beauty of roots, exploring the relationship between what grows 
above the ground and the invisible parts below of various root systems. My sculptures reveal what nature 
prefers to conceal. My wish is to uncover and discover roots even when they are hidden, indeed especially 
when they are hidden.”153 

Luttwak creates vast networks of handmade roots, spreading across buildings, made to fit each site as if they 
were grown there naturally.

Luttwak’s digging the roots out of the dirt for inspiration reminds me of how I replicated the root systems 
of plants and how I reacted after my mother’s death by digging in her garden. Finding inspiration in life and 
then finding a way of applying it to my art. I am inspired by the way she wants to uncover the hidden beauty 
in the roots. I have applied this idea to my own work, directly drawing from how the roots function with the 
plant and how that can be applied to someone’s experience of life. The site specificity of Luttwak’s work is 
also intriguing as it makes the work appear as if it were actually grown there.

153  Dalya Luttwak, “Artist Statement” Dalya Luttwak, http://www.dalyaluttwak.com/about/ (accessed 08/03/2018).
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Diana Scherer

Another artist working with root formation is Diana Scherer. She lives and works in Amsterdam, and her 
practice explores the relationship we have with our natural environment and with our desire to control 
nature. She states on her website that she has been captivated by the root system, with its hidden, under-
ground processes; it is considered to be the brain of the plant by plant neurobiologists. While she has not 
explained how she creates these marvellous root structures, her practice lends itself to textile practices, and 
has elements of weaving in it.154 Pictured here below is her work titled Interwoven, made of a section of 
grass roots manipulated into the images in her works. In Charles Darwin’s book The Power of Movements of 
Plants, he describes how roots do not passively grow down, but move and observe. A root navigates, knows 
what’s up and down, observes gravity and localizes moisture and chemicals. Darwin discovered that plants are 
a lot more intelligent, than everybody ever thought before.”155

While I am not working with literal plant roots I am exploring a similar area as I am also working with roots 
as being the hidden/ underground process that anchors us in times of change and allows us to grow after 
trauma.

154  Victoria and Albert Museum, “The Future of Fashion: Diana Scherer”, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ySuzQ5TE3Eo  
 (accessed 1/10/18).
155  Diana Scherer “Interwoven: Exercises in Root System Domestication” Diana Scherer, http://dianascherer.nl/   
 (accessed 1/10/18).

Figure 53: Diana Scherer, Interwoven, plant roots, 2018 (source: http://dianascherer.nl/).
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Figure 54: Melinda Young, Green Triple Spiker Neckpiece, artificial plant foliage, glass, plastic, silk thread, 2011 (source: http://www.fingers.
co.nz/exhibitors/unnatural_tendencies.htm).

Lauren Simeoni and Melinda Young

The collaboration between artists Lauren Simeoni and Melinda Young has resulted in  a beautiful collection 
of work titled Unnatural Tendencies. Unnatural Tendencies started in 2008: “United by a love of frippery and 
fakery and a shared aesthetic sensibility, they have been actively sharing a sketchbook and materials– specif-
ically artificial plant foliage whilst enjoying the creative stimulation and fruits of a long-distance collaboration 
between their hometowns of Adelaide and Sydney.”156 For their 2011 exhibition at Fingers Gallery, Auckland, 
they “have drawn inspiration from a new collection of shared unnatural materials and the imagined narratives 
that they imply when deconstructed and also from the subtle, unnatural shifts between the inner suburbs 
of Auckland, Adelaide and Sydney – the botany, architecture and sensibilities at once so similar, yet slightly 
strange.”157 

In an interview about their exploration of making the natural out of unnatural materials Young responded as 
follows:  

We are constantly bombarded by new and changing ideas of what it means to be ‘natural’ – I have always 
had a particular interest in these ideas and frequently play with the notion of the ‘natural’ feminine body 
in my practice. I am fascinated by the fact that what society holds up as ‘natural’ is increasingly ‘unnatural’. I 
usually explore these ideas in terms of re-presentations of, or reflections on the body. In this project, many 
of the works I have made toy with this idea – making a play on ideas through botanical allusion and the use 
of unnatural plant matter as material.”158

Their exploration of re-configuring mass produced products relates to my use of plastic to make my flowers. 
While Simeoni and Young use mass-produced plastic plant materials I hand-make mine. Bringing the flowers 
onto the body somehow brings them to life as if they come alive through our interaction with them.

156  Lauren Simeoni and Melinda Young, “Unnatural Tendencies: A Jewellery Cross Pollination”, Fingers, http://www.fingers. 
 co.nz/exhibitors/unnatural_tendencies.htm (accessed 24/09/18).
157  Lauren Simeoni and Melinda Young, “Unnatural Tendencies: A Jewellery Cross Pollination”, Fingers, http://www.fingers. 
 co.nz/exhibitors/unnatural_tendencies.htm (accessed 24/09/18).
158  Pieces of Eight, “Unnatural Naturally, a Littering of Frippery and Fakery, Jewellery and Objects” by Lauren Simeoni and  
 Melinda Young” Featured Artists, posted 18 March 2010, http://piecesofeightgallery.blogspot.com/2010/03/featured-art 
 ists-lauren-simeoni-and.html (accessed 24/09/18).
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Figure 55: Lauren Simeoni, Poi Neckpiece, citrine, glass beads, artificial plant foliage, 2011 (source: http://www.fingers.co.nz/exhibitors/
unnatural_tendencies.htm).
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Vicki Mason
Vicki Mason is a jeweller who works with plant motifs to create objects that hold special meanings. Her in-
tention is for jewellery to create a dialogue in which her pieces act as a portable tool to communicate ideas. 
In writing about her own work Vicki states:

My work references my passion for plants as subject. I’m interested in notions of place, belonging and the 
life cycle and I use plants as metaphors to represent these ideas. Plants native to Australia, exotic plants, 
plant forms found in the fine and decorative arts and plants used in gardens are just some sources refer-
enced and researched. Botanical motifs have a long history within jewellery’s imagery so are a rich source 
for reinterpretation and investigation.159

In my work, I am similarly working with native plants whilst referencing about the life cycle. Jewellery be-
comes a talking point, coming off the body, protruding from the body to project the outward growth of the 
life cycle. 

159  Vicki Mason “Artists Statement”, Vicki Mason Jewellery, http://www.vickijewel.com/artistinfo/artistinfo.htm   
 (accessed 1/10/18).

Figure 56: Vicki Mason, Brooch: Drying Eucalypt Flower, powder-coated brass, linen, fabric pen, cotton. 14.3 x 14.3 x 4.6 cm, 2017 (source: 
https://klimt02.net/jewellers/vicki-mason).
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Figure 58: Antonia Boyle, cotton bud, tampon, teeth flosser head, cotton pad experimentations with casting in pewter, 2016.

Figure 57: Antonia Boyle, make-up experimentation, 2016.

Conclusion through Documentation

The process I have gone through with this master’s project is vital to how the end product will turn out. I 
have gone through distinctly different stages through this project to get to where I am now. Therefore, I have 
a vast amount of documentation that sits alongside my final exhibition to provide adequate context for the 
project’s trajectory. There is a timeline of sorts that runs through my master’s, which I have gone over in 
some detail in the Materials and Processes section. I summarise these below so as to arrive at my plans for 
the final exhibition prior to installing this in the chosen gallery space.

Initially I had the mask phase: looking into the function of adornment and the idea of how we hide our true 
selves away through adornment, whether it be makeup or jewellery. I experimented with extending the idea 
of the mask to the limit. I used beauty masks to aid this idea. I executed experiments with makeup, layering it 
on again and again, laying on the mask and then continuing to layer on makeup, seeing how far I could push 
the activity of ‘masking the self’. This also included the stitching of seeds into the face mask to distort the 
form of the face (as seen in Figure 24).

The next stage involved the toothbrush, cotton bud and tampon. In this stage I explored different ways I 
could render these with materials, and with extended scale. I experimented with exhibition strategies to 
emphasise the functions and the effects of these objects.  I wanted to challenge the perception of these mun-
dane everyday objects, objects made specifically for the body, yet not belonging to the body. The crossover 
state of these objects and how they interact with our bodies in a very abject way was curious to me and I 
wanted to test our relationship with them. 
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Figure 60: Antonia Boyle, Large Perspex Toothbrush, 2016. 

Figure 59: Antonia Boyle, drawing different toothbrush styles, 2016.

When I settled into the subject of the toothbrush, this continued exploration was key. I made toothbrush 
forms from wood, bone and hair, all materials used in the history of the toothbrush. These materials tested 
the mere functionality of the objects and how we experience them. I altered the scale, making a one metre 
long toothbrush form from a prospects rod, texting the idea of what it would be like to have someone else 
brush your teeth.  The explorations that came with the toothbrushes were based on function and sensation. 
These objects came to life through human interaction. However, I was struggling as I am used to working 
with adorning the body. I also struggled to come to terms with the role of these pieces and whether or not 
they should become adornment pieces or pieces to be activated when held. This step away from the body 
led me to thinking about the purpose of toothbrushes themselves: How they aid our bodies to escape from 
decay, leading me to think about teeth as a marker for our growth through life.
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I moved into focusing on how teeth pinpoint different stages of life. The growth, the loss, the decay, all of 
these subjects innately human. The human-ness of this subject matter was key to my personal involvement 
with the work. The idea of taking the removed, decayed, dead body and then placing it back onto the body 
brings the life cycle to its conclusion. 

Playing with concepts around our mortality through the material of teeth is innately abject. Using bodily 
waste as an art material plays into the abject.  The true self comes about through an acceptance of mortality. 
The most vulnerable issue, I believe we can do, is to be honest about the idea of death and the balance of 
life. Drawing on the mundane loss of teeth that we are all familiar with and using it as a metaphor for the 
growth and decay of our bodies helped me to come to terms with decay, loss, and death. 

Coming ‘back to life’ as it were after my traumatic experiences, I began looking at how to enliven the dead 
tooth. I did this through the addition of roots. Teeth already have roots, but by extending these roots we can 
imagine the tooth as a type of seed, a seed of life for instance (as seen in Figures 34, 35, 36).

For the final stage of this project I added the flowers discussed earlier into the work. After a long and tumul-
tuous stage of personal loss and struggling, I had to come to these flowers in an attempt to commemorate 
and celebrate my mother’s life and her relationship with me. After months of focusing on the loss and the 
negative impact of it all, in both my personal life and my work, I knew something was missing but I couldn’t 
understand what this was. I had lost my balance. I thought about my master’s every day from the minute I 
got up until I went to bed looking for the answers. One day with my hands in the dirt of my garden, pulling 
up weeds, I realised that while roots are indeed a living part of a plant, one does not see them and that if 
one were to imagine the plant as a symbol for the lifecycle, the plant leaves and flowers and the roots would 
be representative of life. I was missing life, in both my heart and my project. I had become lost in the dark 
and didn’t realise the light was always there. The life was always there for one cannot have death without the 
other: life. 

Exhibition

I am currently still making the work for my final exhibition as I write this, but I am continuing to think about 
presentation strategies. My master’s work is an exploration of the boundaries of the body. What qualifies 
something as of the body or as separate? My work is one sense an inquiry into the space of tension between 
repulsion and affection. From a jeweller’s perspective, I am exploring this through using human teeth that 
have been donated to me for this project. I am using teeth that people have either had removed or that have 
fallen out in different stages of life: baby, wisdom and adult teeth. I am using these teeth as a way of repre-
senting the human life cycle and continuing this representation of growth through the inclusion of handmade 
plants extending off the body as represented by the drawing on the walls of the gallery space. I find the rela-
tionship people have with their removed teeth intriguing, as many seem repulsed by them while at the same 
time unable to part with them. The work I am making explores this space of tension by creating artificial root 
systems around these teeth, somewhat bringing them back to life, the plant life being a representation of life 
growth itself. 

The root systems are intricate and follow a pattern that is repeated throughout nature. We see these pat-
terns in aerial views of river systems and tree branches without leaves, however, these patterns are not only 
seen in large scale. I recognise these root patterns all around me from very large to microscopic. These root 
systems echo our own vascular anatomy and can even be found in haemoglobin molecules in our blood. The 
works I am making are contemporary jewellery pieces, made to be worn on the body and extending from 
the body. Contemporary jewellery differs from commercial jewellery in that it has an idea, a reason for being 
other than pure decoration. The contemporary jewellery I make is aimed at being experienced by the viewer 
or wearer in ways that evoke trauma, but also new life and empowerment radiating off the body of the 
wearer in space.

By creating my own versions of these systems and making them into jewellery I am challenging our rela-
tionship with what is abject and what is a part of us. By placing the abjectified tooth back onto the body 
I am challenging where the barrier of our body begins and ends. The structures themselves depict this as 
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Figure 62: Robert Piggott Gallery, Dunedin, layout, 2018.

Figure 61: Antonia Boyle, exterior of the Robert Piggott Gallery, photograph, 2018.

they appear to be both going in to the body and also growing out of it. I am also extending off of the body, 
extending the space the wearer occupies through the plant growth extending off of the body. The exhibition 
I am proposing will comprise of various styles of these plant and root structures.

My final master’s exhibition will be on show at the Robert Piggott Gallery in Dunedin. My initial experience 
of the gallery was at Rachel Allan’s Crash exhibition. The experience I had viewing this exhibition was quite 
powerful to me and made a strong impression: the entryway of the building, stepping down, seeming to 
enter a space separate from the everyday life, a sort of sanctuary. Entering the gallery and finding the space 
as an immersive environment deepened my reactions to Rachel’s work. The work itself really spoke to me 
about the grim realities of life. It was the first time I had been faced with such raw images about life and 
death, about illness and medical procedures, since the passing of my mother. I was both wounded and yet 
grateful for someone expressing something similar to the terrors of life I had seen. I felt grateful that the work 
was expressing something that people struggle to speak about and thus hide away. In talking to Robert (the 
gallery owner) about the works, I developed a deeper understanding of the reasons behind the works. The 
whole experience was very meaningful to me and thus I developed an attachment to the gallery. I could not 
let go of the idea of how wonderful it would be to have my work shown in that space. 
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Figure 65: Antonia Boyle, main gallery, photograph, 2018.

Figure 64: Antonia Boyle, entry/side room of gallery, photo-
graph, 2018.

Figure 63: Antonia Boyle, entering the gallery, photograph, 
2018.
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I found the space to be intimate and private which is exactly how I wish my work to be shown. I feel as 
though I am presenting aspects of the human experience of death in a way similar to Rachel, just in a very 
different manner. I wish for viewers of my work to have the same intimate powerful moments with my work 
as I had with Rachel Allen’s. The soft lighting is to contrast with the experience of being in a space inhabited 
with works about the traumas of life and about growth after trauma, an aspect absent from Rachel’s work 
with its more dystopian view than mine.  

The exhibition I am planning will be known by the same title as this dissertation (Bloom). I am planning on 
having twelve jewellery pieces (each featuring different native plants) suspended from the ceiling of the gallery 
away from the walls. There will be between 2-3 pieces on each of the four walls of the main gallery space, 
depending on scale and the finished product. Suspending the pieces away from the wall will allow the piec-
es to project a shadow onto the wall, making a feature of both the shadow and the light and the balance 
between them (one cannot exist without the other, much like life and death). These shadows will be extend-
ed through drawing on the gallery walls, extending the growth of the plants and the roots of my jewellery 
pieces to express the continuous growth of life. I consider that both the entry down into the gallery and this 
drawing on the wall will create and immersive space for the viewer. I would like it to be experienced as an 
entryway into an intimate, personal experience of life. 

In the small area beside the gallery I am proposing to have fresh flowers, bringing even more life into the 
space. In this area, I am also planning to have a shelf with the rest of the pieces laid out. I am going to have a 
long mirror on the wall with this shelf. The idea is that these pieces are available to be tried on by the viewers 
so that they can experience the sensations of wearing the pieces and, stepping into the  main gallery space, 
becoming part of the exhibition, a live part. 

I am proposing to have set ‘event’ times where I will be in the gallery. It is during these times that people can 
come in and try on any of the pieces so that they can experience the true purpose of the pieces. I am hoping 
to connect with Life Matters (a suicide prevention charity) so that I can potentially set up a workshop around 
grief and growth after loss in the gallery. I hope that through the wearing of my pieces, participants will feel 
the plant life extending off their bodies and that this will empower them with  a larger physical presence, 
making them stand taller. This performance of the pieces will hopefully bring to light the message of growth 
after loss, and could potentially help people going through loss to experience a sense of potential transforma-
tive growth after traumatic experiences.
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Figure 67: Amanda Konijn, Entering Main Gallery During Exhibition, 2019.

Figure 66: Amanda Konijn, Entering Gallery During Exhibition, 2019.

Exhibition Images
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Figure 69: Amanda Konijn, Main Gallery During Exhibition, 2019.

Figure 68: Amanda Konijn, Main Gallery During Exhibition, 2019.
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Figure 71: Antonia Boyle, S.B Taurepo Slide, 2019, Thermoplastic, Sterling silver, Human Tooth, 28cm x 13cm x7cm. (Image Source: 
Amanda Konijn, 2019).

Figure 70: Antonia Boyle, S.B Taurepo Slide, 2019, Thermoplastic, Ster-
ling silver, Human Tooth, 28cm x 13cm x7cm. (Image Source: Amanda 

Konijn, 2019).
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Figure 73: Antonia Boyle, A.M Chatham Islands Forget-me-not Neckpiece, 2019, Thermoplastic, Polymer clay, Human Teeth, 40cm x 53 
cm x 35cm. (Image Source: Amanda Konijn, 2019).

Figure 72: Antonia Boyle, A.M Chatham Islands Forget-me-not Neckpiece, 2019, Thermoplastic, Polymer clay, Human Teeth, 40cm x 53 
cm x 35cm. (Image Source: Amanda Konijn, 2019).
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Figure 74: Antonia Boyle, J.Z Harakeke Neckpiece, 2019, Thermoplastic, Polymer clay, Human Teeth, Sterling Silver, Stainless Steel 90cm 
x 38cm x 35cm. (Image Source: Amanda Konijn, 2019).
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Figure 75: Antonia Boyle, J.Z Harakeke Neckpiece, 2019, Ther-
moplastic, Polymer clay, Human Teeth, Sterling Silver, Stainless 
Steel 90cm x 38cm x 35cm. (Image Source: Amanda Konijn, 

2019).

Figure 76: Antonia Boyle, J.Z Harakeke Neckpiece, 2019, Ther-
moplastic, Polymer clay, Human Teeth, Sterling Silver, Stainless 
Steel 90cm x 38cm x 35cm. (Image Source: Amanda Konijn, 

2019).
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Figure 78: Antonia Boyle, A.B Kakabeak Brooch, 2019, Thermoplastic, Polymer clay, Human Teeth,Stainless Steel, 17cm x 29cm x 13 cm. 
(Image Source: Amanda Konijn, 2019).

Figure 77: Antonia Boyle, A.B Kakabeak Brooch, 2019, Thermoplastic, Polymer clay, Human Teeth,Stainless Steel, 17cm x 29cm x 13 cm. 
(Image Source: Amanda Konijn, 2019).
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Figure 79: Antonia Boyle, A.B WineBerry Pin, 2019, Thermoplastic, Polymer Clay, Human Tooth, Sterling Silver, Stainless Steel, 26cm x 
10cm x 11cm. (Image Source: Amanda Konijn, 2019).
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Figure 81: Antonia Boyle, R.E PohutuKawa Slide, 2019, Thermoplastic, Human tooth, Sterling silver, 20cm x 7cm x 5cm. (Image Source: 
Amanda Konijn, 2019).

Figure 80: Antonia Boyle, R.E PohutuKawa Slide, 2019, Thermoplastic, Human tooth, Sterling silver, 20cm x 7cm x 5cm. (Image Source: 
Amanda Konijn, 2019).
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Figure 82: Antonia Boyle, H.H Mount Cook Buttercup Neckpiece, 2019, Thermoplastic, Polymer clay, Human Teeth, Sterling Silver, Stainless 
Steel, 80cm x 30cm x 20cm. (Image Source: Amanda Konijn, 2019).
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Figure 83: Antonia Boyle, H.H Mount Cook Buttercup Neckpiece, 2019, Thermoplastic, Polymer clay, Human Teeth, Sterling Silver, Stainless 
Steel, 80cm x 30cm x 20cm. (Image Source: Amanda Konijn, 2019).
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Figure 85: Antonia Boyle, H.H Kowhai Brooch, 2019, Thermoplastic, Polymer Clay, Human Tooth, Stainless Steel, 20cm x 28cm x 10cm. 
(Image Source: Amanda Konijn, 2019).

Figure 84: Antonia Boyle, H.H Kowhai Brooch, 2019, Thermoplastic, Polymer Clay, Human Tooth, Stainless Steel, 20cm x 28cm x 10cm. 
(Image Source: Amanda Konijn, 2019).
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Figure 87: Antonia Boyle, J.B Raupeka Necklace, 2019, Thermoplastic, Polymer Clay, Human Teeth, Stainless Steel, 17cm x 22cm x 23cm. 
(Image Source: Amanda Konijn, 2019).

Figure 86: Antonia Boyle, J.B Raupeka Necklace, 2019, Thermoplastic, Polymer Clay, Human Teeth, Stainless Steel, 17cm x 22cm x 23cm. 
(Image Source: Amanda Konijn, 2019).
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Figure 88: Antonia Boyle, T.E Mānuka Slide, 2019, Thermoplastic, Polymer clay, Human tooth, Sterling Silver, 20cm x  9cm x 8cm. (Image 
Source: Amanda Konijn, 2019).
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Figure 89: Antonia Boyle, S.B Houhere Pin, 2019, Thermoplastic, Human Teeth, Sterling Silver, Stainless Steel, 30cm x 12cm x 11cm. 
(Image Source: Amanda Konijn, 2019).
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Figure 91: Antonia Boyle, S.B Poroporo Brooch, 2019, Thermoplastic, 
Polymer Clay, Human Teeth, Stainless Steel, 20cm x 28cm x 11cm. 

(Image Source: Amanda Konijn, 2019).

Figure 90: Antonia Boyle, S.B Poroporo Brooch, 2019, Thermo-
plastic, Polymer Clay, Human Teeth, Stainless Steel, 20cm x 

28cm x 11cm. (Image Source: Amanda Konijn, 2019).
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 of-winter-wheat-1/).

Figure 53: Diana Scherer, Interwoven, plant roots, 2018 (source: http://dianascherer.nl/).

Figure 54: Melinda Young, Green Triple Spiker Neckpiece, artificial plant foliage, glass, plastic, silk thread, 2011  
 (source: http://www.fingers.co.nz/exhibitors/unnatural_tendencies.htm).

Figure 55: Lauren Simeoni, Poi Neckpiece, citrine, glass beads, artificial plant foliage, 2011 (source: http://www. 
 fingers.co.nz/exhibitors/unnatural_tendencies.htm).

Figure 56: Vicki Mason, Brooch: Drying Eucalypt Flower, powder-coated brass, linen, fabric pen, cotton. 14.3 x  
 14.3 x 4.6 cm, 2017 (source: https://klimt02.net/jewellers/vicki-mason).

Figure 57: Antonia Boyle, make-up experimentation, 2016.
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Figure 58: Antonia Boyle, cotton bud, tampon, teeth flosser head, cotton pad experimentations with casting  
 in pewter, 2016.

Figure 59: Antonia Boyle, drawing different toothbrush styles, 2016.

Figure 60: Antonia Boyle, Large Perspex Toothbrush, 2016. 

Figure 61: Antonia Boyle, exterior of the Robert Piggott Gallery, photograph, 2018.

Figure 62: Robert Piggott Gallery, Dunedin, layout, 2018.

Figure 63: Antonia Boyle, entering the gallery, photograph, 2018.

Figure 64: Antonia Boyle, entry/side room of gallery, photograph, 2018.

Figure 65: Antonia Boyle, main gallery, photograph, 2018.

Figure 66: Amanda Konijn, Entering Gallery During Exhibition, 2019.

Figure 67: Amanda Konijn, Entering Main Gallery During Exhibition, 2019.

Figure 68: Amanda Konijn, Main Gallery During Exhibition, 2019.

Figure 69: Amanda Konijn, Main Gallery During Exhibition, 2019.

Figure 70: Antonia Boyle, S.B Taurepo Slide, 2019, Thermoplastic, Sterling silver, Human Tooth, 28cm x 13cm  
 x7cm. (Image Source: Amanda Konijn, 2019).

Figure 71: Antonia Boyle, S.B Taurepo Slide, 2019, Thermoplastic, Sterling silver, Human Tooth, 28cm x 13cm  
 x7cm. (Image Source: Amanda Konijn, 2019).

Figure 72: Antonia Boyle, A.M Chatham Islands Forget-me-not Neckpiece, 2019, Thermoplastic, Polymer clay,  
 Human Teeth, 40cm x 53 cm x 35cm. (Image Source: Amanda Konijn, 2019).

Figure 73: Antonia Boyle, A.M Chatham Islands Forget-me-not Neckpiece, 2019, Thermoplastic, Polymer clay,  
 Human Teeth, 40cm x 53 cm x 35cm. (Image Source: Amanda Konijn, 2019).

Figure 74: Antonia Boyle, J.Z Harakeke Neckpiece, 2019, Thermoplastic, Polymer clay, Human Teeth, Sterling  
 Silver, Stainless Steel 90cm x 38cm x 35cm. (Image Source: Amanda Konijn, 2019).

Figure 75: Antonia Boyle, J.Z Harakeke Neckpiece, 2019, Thermoplastic, Polymer clay, Human Teeth, Sterling  
 Silver, Stainless Steel 90cm x 38cm x 35cm. (Image Source: Amanda Konijn, 2019).

Figure 76: Antonia Boyle, J.Z Harakeke Neckpiece, 2019, Thermoplastic, Polymer clay, Human Teeth, Sterling  
 Silver, Stainless Steel 90cm x 38cm x 35cm. (Image Source: Amanda Konijn, 2019).

Figure 77: Antonia Boyle, A.B Kakabeak Brooch, 2019, Thermoplastic, Polymer clay, Human Teeth,Stainless  
 Steel, 17cm x 29cm x 13 cm. (Image Source: Amanda Konijn, 2019).

Figure 78: Antonia Boyle, A.B Kakabeak Brooch, 2019, Thermoplastic, Polymer clay, Human Teeth,Stainless  
 Steel, 17cm x 29cm x 13 cm. (Image Source: Amanda Konijn, 2019).

Figure 79: Antonia Boyle, A.B WineBerry Pin, 2019, Thermoplastic, Polymer Clay, Human Tooth, Sterling Silver,  
 Stainless Steel, 26cm x 10cm x 11cm. (Image Source: Amanda Konijn, 2019).
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Figure 80: Antonia Boyle, R.E PohutuKawa Slide, 2019, Thermoplastic, Human tooth, Sterling silver, 20cm x  
 7cm x 5cm. (Image Source: Amanda Konijn, 2019).

Figure 81: Antonia Boyle, R.E PohutuKawa Slide, 2019, Thermoplastic, Human tooth, Sterling silver, 20cm x  
 7cm x 5cm. (Image Source: Amanda Konijn, 2019).

Figure 82: Antonia Boyle, H.H Mount Cook Buttercup Neckpiece, 2019, Thermoplastic, Polymer clay, Human  
 Teeth, Sterling Silver, Stainless Steel, 80cm x 30cm x 20cm. (Image Source: Amanda Konijn, 2019).

Figure 83: Antonia Boyle, H.H Mount Cook Buttercup Neckpiece, 2019, Thermoplastic, Polymer clay, Human  
 Teeth, Sterling Silver, Stainless Steel, 80cm x 30cm x 20cm. (Image Source: Amanda Konijn, 2019).

Figure 84: Antonia Boyle, H.H Kowhai Brooch, 2019, Thermoplastic, Polymer Clay, Human Tooth, Stainless  
 Steel, 20cm x 28cm x 10cm. (Image Source: Amanda Konijn, 2019).

Figure 85: Antonia Boyle, H.H Kowhai Brooch, 2019, Thermoplastic, Polymer Clay, Human Tooth, Stainless  
 Steel, 20cm x 28cm x 10cm. (Image Source: Amanda Konijn, 2019).

Figure 86: Antonia Boyle, J.B Raupeka Necklace, 2019, Thermoplastic, Polymer Clay, Human Teeth, Stainless  
 Steel, 17cm x 22cm x 23cm. (Image Source: Amanda Konijn, 2019).

Figure 87: Antonia Boyle, J.B Raupeka Necklace, 2019, Thermoplastic, Polymer Clay, Human Teeth, Stainless  
 Steel, 17cm x 22cm x 23cm. (Image Source: Amanda Konijn, 2019).

Figure 88: Antonia Boyle, T.E Mānuka Slide, 2019, Thermoplastic, Polymer clay, Human tooth, Sterling Silver,  
 20cm x  9cm x 8cm. (Image Source: Amanda Konijn, 2019).

Figure 89: Antonia Boyle, S.B Houhere Pin, 2019, Thermoplastic, Human Teeth, Sterling Silver, Stainless Steel,  
 30cm x 12cm x 11cm. (Image Source: Amanda Konijn, 2019).

Figure 90: Antonia Boyle, S.B Poroporo Brooch, 2019, Thermoplastic, Polymer Clay, Human Teeth, Stainless  
 Steel, 20cm x 28cm x 11cm. (Image Source: Amanda Konijn, 2019).

Figure 91: Antonia Boyle, S.B Poroporo Brooch, 2019, Thermoplastic, Polymer Clay, Human Teeth, Stainless  
 Steel, 20cm x 28cm x 11cm. (Image Source: Amanda Konijn, 2019).


